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CAMERA

Price

on

GIVING PICTURES 4} x 3}.
Suitable for SNAP SHOTS, LANDSCAPES, and

Price

-

S6

CATALOGUE

PERKENMeL EA

POST

2d., Post Free 3

EARTH
PORTRAITS.

6s.

Rack and Pinion for exact Adjustment of Focus—so
ensuring sharply defined pictures for Magic Lantern
Projection.
Complete with Extra Rapid Euryscope
Lens, with Iris Diaphragm
mounted
in Aluminium,
Instantaneous Shutter, and three Double Dark Slides,
CLOSED.

Hall. J

FREE.

Hf
§
§
OPEN.

ae “jouom ons” LONDON. OPTIMUS.’

GS O secure the highest perfection in Lantern Transparencies, it is
necessary to use Dry Plates of the most perfect quality alike fOr
the Negative and the Positive. Be careful to use

Mawson & Swan's Dry Plates,
:

“The CASTLE” and ‘The LANTERN’
(For Negatives)

They are UNIFORMLY

(For Positives).

EXCELLENT. Do not be persuaded into purchasing
any other as a substitute.

MAWSON & SWAN, 33, SOHO SQUARE, LONDON.
CLEARANCE
STOCK.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
SALE
of

;CO.,
Exch
Redu
W.
B,
WHI
&Meta
Ltd.
Bldg
E
USE HAUFF © HEVELGPERS—awinol METOL. GLYCIN.fe
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ii.

Mew

Lanterns.

SSecture
FOR
INCANDESCENT

“

Japanned metal body, very compact, with open stage, brass burner
support complete, and fitted into very neat japanned tin case.
PRICE.
Fitted as specification above, without burner

FOLDING

‘’PRIMUS”

..

Ae” pee fi mn ; a
;

light, but can
also be fitted for

,

ee

eae

lene gas if desired.

_

Complete with;

interchangeable

blow - through
rl rag rig ue

Ff

<

Convenient,
Lantern

Most

Complete

Incandescent

‘The whole is: packed)...
THAW
1 a neat

varnished
lock

and

eal doth oarry- handle,

stained

and ye

262061.

Complete

Acetylene.

and

Gas

fal
co

with ie
case, strap

key,

and

for sundries,

ing case.

No.

Compact,
Iéxtant.

Limelight,

for

2s.

LANTERN.

DESIGN,

REGISTERED

£2

.

..

GAS

“PRIMUS”

Supplied complete for lime-

as Ya

.

e

Fitted as specification above, without burner

(pATENT.

LANTERN

2.

INCANDESCENT

tor ined)
Handsome metal body Lantern, Russian Iron Lamp (ref.e
and Cowl, with open stage “ sliding front, complete in japanned

6d.

Ss.

£1

No.

FOR

drawer

forming

a very compact outfit.

PRICES.
Ordinary Pattern, £6

6 O;

LONG
PRICES

:—Ordinary

Pattern, £4 4 QO; Aluminium
Long Focus Pattern, £6 6 O.

Pattern, €6

6

3

Long Focus Pattern, £7

FOCUS

7 O.

GAS

O;

LANTERN.

:

upc

W. BUTCHER & SON, BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.
1898 Catalogue of Lanterns and Apparatus Free.

Liberal Discounts to Dealers,

Dealers supplied with every Lantern Requisite.

The =
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iii.

1898. GREATLY IMPROVED.
wee

No. rA.—IMPROVEMENTS.

iG
cy

Greatly recluced size. Very neat appzarance.
Open stage.
Three-draw chimrey
fits inside lantern.
Handsome japanned
case fits lantern exactly.

nT

t)
iui Ml

PRICE—

Fitted with three-wick amp

..£1

5

6

eto

No. 1.—Japanned Tin, all brass front,
complete in japanned tin case.
Fitted with three-wick

No.

2.—Russian

lamp

Iron,

..£1

4

all brass

9

front,

complete in japanned tin case.
Fitted with three-wick lamp

No. 3.-Russian

..£110

Iron,

O

with

all

brass front and sliding tube.
Russian iron case with handle.

In

PRICES—
Fitted

with:

lamp

three-wick

..

Fitted

a

with

lamp

..

.- £210

O

four-wick

ais

..

212

6

Fitted with jet, complete
for limelight

..

.

8

00

No. 4.—Russian Iron, massive all brass
front and sliding tube, open stage, two
panelled doors with brass rim sight holes.
Complete in Russian iron case with handles.
PRICES—

Fitted with three-wick lamp
four-wick lamp

jet,

”

No.

complete
limelight. .

6.—Mahogany
brass-bound

sight

3

O

..

5

6

3

for
-

Body.

panelled door and long double
board,

.-£3

&18

with

0

one

moulded

base-

heavy

solid

hole,

brass front and stages, well lacquered.
PRICES--.

Complete with tray and top for lime-

light (no jet)
ie
Complete with three-wick bing
:

four-wick lamp

Superior stained case
1898

W.

Catalogue

BUTCHER

of Lanterns

&

DEALERS

and

SON,
SUPPLIED

Apparatus

FREE.

Liberal

Discounts

BLACKHEATH,
WITH

EVERY

LANTERN

£215
218
3

00

07

to Dealers.

LONDON,

REQUISITE.

6
0

S.E.

6
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GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS,

PROFESSIONAL lanternist and cinematographist
A
of great experience is open to engagcments, with
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on
very moderate terms. Reference, Editor of this Journal.
—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.
‘\REAT bargains in high-class triple, bi-unial, and oil(+ lighted lanterns, grand effects, lecture sets, etc.
;

illustrated lists post free 24.—W. G. Hughes, Brewster
House, 82, Mortimer-road, Kingsland, London, N.

| Bei
made for producing lantern slides, and
for all purposes of pictorial illustration and re-

production ;any subject artistically treated; anything
copied and reproduced as slides with promptitude at
moderate
Weeks,

charges;

Slide

N.E
Lee
street

Victorian

subjects

Artist and Designer,

a

speciality.—

263, Cannhall-road,

slides.—Diamond jubilee procession and
decorations, and the Colonial troops at

Chelsea, 12 slides, 68.; Tommy

in the Jubilee

camp

in

Atkins in camp,

Hyde-park,

12 slides,

scenes

6s.;

Animals and birds at the Zoo, 90 slides, 45s. ; St. Paul’s

Cathedral, 50, 25s.; London
45s.;

Hampton

Court

streets and buildings,

Palace,

30, 15s.;

100,

Westminster

Abbey, 90, 45s.—John Stabb, 152, Kennington Park-road,
Bayswater,

W.

Ves
graph;

Good cheap second-hand cinematoalgo electric and limelight fittings,
screen, etc.;
separate or
together. — F. D., Macaic
LANTERN JOURNAL Office.
re
bi-unial limelight lantern, 4 inch condensers,

large lenses;

complete

jn box, £9 10s.— Apply,

Winkworth, 290, Burdett-road, E.

ANTED,

good

regulator;

once,

good

second-hand
also

quality

comic

only. —

Cheltenham,

(Beard’s)

lever

Moody,

hydrogen

slides,

Bell

cheap, at

and

Son,

A CETYLENE generator and jet, 10s.; quantity of
good coloured photographic slides in sets, 6s. dozen.
—Ivey House, Shepton Mallet.
Gao

Slides.

—

Several

pairs,

highest

class;

Sunset, Moonlight, Cloud, and brilliant illumina.
tion effects; also Scripture subjects (Newton & Co.), and
24 Norwegian scenery, coloured ; all cheap for cash.—G.
,
Sunnydene, Forest-road, Walthamstow.
Wein
orders for slide painting, either entirely
by hand, photo-colouring, or would make by wet
collodion process from negatives, prints, etc.; highest
class work, brilliant and artistic.
(Motto; Quality not

cheapness.) —

Wilkinson

& Co., Artists,

Lists of effects for dissolving, 1d.
Co Lz

” acetylene

Bs
in mind during the coming season, that T. T.
Wing is the man you should write to if you want
slides prepared from negatives and prints, or slides
coloured in beat possible manner at a most reasonable
cost.

Send for prices to T, T. Wing, Chatteris, Cambs.

A number of good second-hand slides to clear, cheap.

LIDES.—Two new temperance tories; splendid
life model slides and other sets.—Willitt, 168,
Cowley-road, Oxford.
OR Sale.—Large quantity York's slides, cheap; also
other lantern goods; list.—Apply, W. Nicholson,
Warwick House, Shanklin, I. W.
pan
lantern slides, beautifully

ANTED, good slides; Swiss and other Continental
resorts ; also effects;

Holy City and similar ; 00

rubbish.—Boyle, Junior, Avondale, Blackburn.
OLOURING and tinting wanted, at own home or
C otherwise, by practical man who excels at this
kind of work; sample slide coloured gratis.—B., 34,
Lechmere-road, Willesden, London, N.W.
lantern, first-class make, nearly new, with
dissolver and patent mixed jets, cheap.—F, Smith,

| as

9, Bright-street, Wolverhampton.
hEvgetanes slides wanted, first-class only; particularly
natural phenomena; will exchange new cinematograph films.—Albert Smith, St. Ann’s Well, Brighton.
See below.
A
photography.—I can supply all apparatus
for this work; cameras, perforators, printing
machines, developing apparatus, etc., as used to produce
my own successful results.—Albert Smith.

,

vO
Wanted every dealer to send for a copy of my price
list;
the largest selections in the Trade of Bamboo Screen
Stands, Screens, Reading Lamps, Ever-ready Slide Boxes,
Reading Desks, Lime Holders, Brass Fittings, etc.
ENCLOSE
TRADE
CARD.

JAMES CHRISTIE,
129, WEST STREET, SHEFFIELD.

Sunderland.

generator, cost 25s.

for 18s.,

St. James’-street, Burnley.
‘T
ANTERN, electrical resistance coil, exchange
wanted;
I 4 screen, slides, auto-reculator, oxy-cylinder,
8 inch
and 10 inch objectives, oxy-gauge.—4, Monmouth-astre
et,
Oldham,

photo slides, English

per dozen to clear.
Staffs.

etc.;

also

See above.

ANTERN slide colourist (lady) wanted by Robert
H. Clark, Royston Herts,

good as new ; Scott's saturator with wide bore

cathedrals,

3s. per

Established 1859.

jet; good order; 21s. cash.—Nemo, care of Wright, 141,

LAIN

coloured,

dozen ; promptly executed; useful sample slide Is,,
post free.—H. W. Collins, Artist, Edenbridge, Kent.
sy Optimus saturators, with mixed jets, 18s. each
34s. the pair.—White, 15, Eridge-road, Thornton
Heath.

IMPROVED

“INCANTO ”
GENERATORS
(From

Recognised

as

£1 5s.).

“The

Best."

2 Silver Medals Awarded,

and Foreign scenery,

photo-micrographs,

— Pindar, Wyeggeston-street,

4s. 6d.

Burton,

A GRAND
triple lantern by Hughes; what offers;
cost £60 ; also quantity of good slides.—Full
par-

ticulars, G.C. H., 475, Green-lanes, Harringay,
N.

Special Lantern Fittings, 2 burners, 7a. 6d.

3 burners, 12s. 6d.

CALCIUM
Send Stamp

CARBIDE

(Broken).

for Illustrated Catalogue.

THORN & HODDLE,

164, Camberwell

New Rd., SE.
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1897.

Seta

Our Annual.—This is now almost ready and
will be published within a few days of this
number of the journal. A list of some of the
contents will be found in our advertising pages.
~

Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is issued on the 1st of every month, price Two

Pence,

Railway

and

may

News

be obtained

from

all Newsvendors,

Stalls, Photographic

Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—

12 months, 3/-.

United States, 75 cents.

Exonance Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—

First

20

words,

words, ld.

SMALL

6d.;

and

ADVERTISEMENTS

Eoviroriat

communications

TAYLOR,

%

Slides of the Norfolk Broads.—The Great
Eastern Railway has lately had prepared for
them a number of sets of lantern slides to illustrate the beauties of the vicinity of the Norfolk
Broads.
On application these slides together
with a reading can be obtained on loan. Not

only will the company lend the slides but for

must reach the office not

any large gathering they will also supply the
services of a special lecturer.

every

must

be

Advertisements and

addressed,

business

communications to Jos. T. Smith, Secretary, Magic
Lantern Journal Company, Limited, 9, CarthuSian Street, London, E.C.

American Agents:—The

me

3 additional

for

later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.

J. HAY

Price 2., Post-fvee 3d.

E
G
A
ah NOTE =

NOTICES.
Tue

WORLD."

International News Co., 83

and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

bana

Acetylene

Gas

>

at

Sead

Dunedin,—A

case

in

connection with the protection of certain patent
rights for the manufacture and sale of calcium
carbide is before the Courts at Dunedin.
In
the meantime an order to keep accounts has
been agreed to, and the trial will come off in
due course,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
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Cinematograph
in the
North.—Messrs.
Walker & Co, of Aberdeen, have lately been
giving some extensive exhibitions with the
cinematograph and are drawing large audiences
in each town they visit.
=

&

Oxygenated

bead

Beverages.—Instead

of

Mortimer Street, Regent Street, W., where
he is prepared to undertake developing and
printing with promptitude. He has also been
appointed agent for Dr. J. W. Smith’s transparent Swiss films for cinematographs. These
films are of two kinds—for negatives and for
transparencies.

aérating certain drinks with carbonic acid gas,
as

formerly,

a factory

in

Germany

is

ee

now

making a special feature of aérating beverages
with oxygen gas. This, it is claimed, assists
digestion, and acts as a curative in certain
diseases of the respiratory and other organs.
The oxygen is produced by an apparatus

to 40, New

invented

Road, London.

by Herr

Bartlett,

of

Frankfort-on-

Maine.
We do not know the technical name
by which the new beverage is to be known, but
presume the sentence ‘“ Two Scotches and a
small oxy split ’ would sound all right.
>

baad

Cinematographic

&

Jubilee

Procession

at

Bombay.—By the 20th of August cinematographic slides of the Diamond Jubilee Procession
had reacked Bombay and were on that evening
exhibited there for the first time. As far as can
be learned from local papers it could not be
termed a success, and that ‘either the light used
or the focus of the instrument need to be

adjusted before the exhibition can be pronounced
a complete success.”
~

~

hod

The

cd

Pamphengos

~

Lanterns.—Mr.

W.

C.

Hughes, the patentee and maker of the Pamphengos lanterns has added several improvements
to them this season, ard at the same time has

considerably reduced their price. The average
reduction is about two pounds on each particular
make.
ca

Transparent

~

Swiss

been incorporated

~

Film.—Mr.

Archibald

Rider, who for many years was Secretary to
the Eastman Photographic Materials Company,
has gone into business on his own account and
has fitted up developing and other rooms at 83,

with

the firm

of

Lonsdale Brothers, of Leeds aud London, and
all communications should be addressed either

Briggate,

Leeds,

Rad

or 22, Goswell
~

The Paris Fire.—A few weeks ago sentences were pronounced on the President of
the Charity Bazaar and the two cinematograph
operators who were responsible for pouring
ether into a saturator near a naked light, the
result of which was the well-known disastrous
fire.
The
President, Baron
Mackau,
was
mulcted in a fine of 500 frances, and Messrs.

Bellac and Bagrachow, respectively, a fine of 300
francs and 12 months’ imprisonment;

anda

fine

of 200 francs and 8 months’ imprisonment.
All
the accused were, however, given the benefit of

the Berenger First Offenders Act.
te

Photographic Exhibition at Ashton-under-

ood

Sun Camera Company, Ltd.—This company

has now

~*~

Lyne.—The Third Triennial Exhibition of the
Photographic Society of this town has been
arranged to be held at the Town Hall from the
22nd to the 27th of November.
The hall has
recently been redecorated and lighted with
electricity. All exhibits must be addressed and
sent in not later than the 19th November to the
Secretary of Photographic Society, Town Hall,
Ashton-under-Lyne.

coal

Spring

Photographic

exhibition
be held

od

eo

Exhibitions.
— An

is being arranged for next Spring to

at Portman

Rooms, Baker Street, W.,

under the auspices of the National Photographic
and Allied Trades Exhibition Committee.
An
important exhibition is also promised at the
Crystal Palace.
me

~

bead

Moss’s New Acetylene Jet.—Mr., F. Brown;
of 13, Gate Street, W.C., has acquired the
patent rights of this new jet, the burners of
which are controlled independently.
He will
shortly place it upon the market.
aod

ae

bod

Where Colours Come From.—To
those
who about this time of the year have the opportunity of inspecting coloured lantern slides and
other pictures, the following notes will doubtless
prove of interest:—A variety of rich tints are
obtained

insects

from

also

tar refuse,

furnish

and

the

cochineal

a great variety of fine

©
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~ARCHER’S

IMPROVED

OPTICAL
Twro

v.

LANTERNS.

Prize

Medals.
99
A L

Proved superiorto
66
our new PERFECT
all others,
H
|D
Single Lantern and
See Reports,
f
Automatic Dissolver.
See Enthusiastic Testimonials from Paut LanGE, Esq., G. E. THompson, Esq., Manchester
Camera Club, and many others.

“‘THE IDEAL,” the Lantern of the future.
No. 3, Plainer

The

Improved

Form, £6 68s.

“PHOTINUS ” is the most powerful oil lantern in the
world.

=
:
= %
Will show to perfection any distance from

Price £8 15s. complete.

COMPLETE...

Price £4 4s.

The Best

‘ BLO-THRO” SAFETY JET inthe Market. 500 Candle-power.
Price only 16s.
Send for List, Post Free.
ARCHER’S NEW OPAQUE SCREENS, just supplied to the Manchester Photo

the screen,

Society, as they proved, THE

BEST

OF ALL.

(See Testimonial.)

ARCHER & SONS, Lantern Specialists and Manufacturers, 43 to 49, Lord Street, Liverpool.
Established 1848,

Illustrated Lists free,

Effect Slides painted for Wholesale London Houses,

All kinds of Slides made to order.

‘HORNTON: PICKARD
) CAMERAS *SHUTTERS. I
5

Amber Oamera Outfit complete from £5 3s. 6d.
Time and Instantaneous Shutter from 18s. 6d.

=

ILLusTRaTED CaTALOGUE FREE.

THE THORNTON-PICKARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY, LTD., ALTRINCHAM, NEAR MANCHESTER.
TRADEMARKS.
and
PATENTS

& CO.,

W. P. THOMPSON
Telegraphic Address :

‘DISCOVERY,

LONDON.”

322,

Also at 6, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL;
Patents secured,

conducted,

Oppositions

in all countries.

worked

maintained, defended and

searches

.

.

:

opinions on infringements given, and expert evidence arranged.

ST., BIRMINGHAM.

TEMPLE

LOWER

ST., MANCHESTER;

6, BANK

eeost HOL BORN:

W.C.

LONDON,

HOLBORN,

HIGH

Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries granting protection.
Handbook

of Patent

Tenth Edition.

Law.

COLOURS.

PAINTING

SLIDE

All countries, 2s. 6d.

British Portion, 6d.

SPECIALLY PREPARED for PAINTING MAGIC LANTERN SLIDES.

Boxes

fitted

with

In Collapsible Tubes and Glass Pots
Colours, 8s., 10s. 6d., 13s., and 80s. each.
Varnish
Qs., Bs., and 21s. each.
‘s
Water
“A Manual

on Painting on Glass and How to Use the Magic
;

Lantern,” Us. each.

;

Chromo Printed Magic
Also Manufacturers of the New
of 12 Slides, 3}-in. Square.
Lantern

Price Lists

4s. per Set
j
Over
.
Slides,

Post

Free, or can

BARNARD

J.

Mamufacturing

(RETAIL,

19, BERNERS

&

Artists’?

WHOLESALE

STREET,

100

Subjects.

be had from any Optician.

AND

LONDON,

SON,
Colourmen

EXPORT),

W.

ENGLAND.

made,

vi.
W.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
WATSON

&

£12 12s, THE

SONS,

313, High

Holborn,

London,

W.c.

MOTORGRAPH.

$19 (95,

For Projecting Animated Pictures and Exposing Films for producing same.
CONSTRUCTION, very strong without complications.
WORKING, simplicity Itself
ACTION, steadier than high-priced machines.
Can be used with any Magic Lantern.
Takes Films of Standard Perforation.
Produces most brilliant picture, passing more light than other machines.

Absolutely Reliable!

Cannot be Deranged in Working! ! Very Compact
(Outside size 6 x 48 x 54).
:
For full particulars of above and prices of Films, write for Catalogue No. 8.
NEW

W.

SEASON’S

(Opticians

313,

A

‘=

LIST

READY

WATSON

4

J. THEOBALD

SLIDE

High

Holborn,

SHORTLY.

&

To H.M.

SONS

GOVERNMENT),

London, W.C.;
and 78, Swanston
Melbourne, Australia.

& COMPANY,

Street,

Optical lastaces ah Slides,

my }| Over 100 Special Sets of Superior Photographic Slides at 6d. each,
i
Romeo and Juliet. The Three

.

Jane Conquest.

Bears. Overland Route to India.
“All the most popular Sets.

50 Varieties of the Celebrated high-grade Lithographic Lantern
Slides, well coloured, made on the premises, from 6d. per
doz.
ee
ces. eee

ee

FULL SIZE OPTICAL LANTERNS with
4-in. Condenser & 3-wiek Lamp, 18/6,

Comie

Rackwork

Cinematograph Films

MANUFACTURERS.

Great

Lantern

THE AERIAL
Showing Lantern
Like Visions.

Pictures IN SPACE

Amongst

2/6

each.

OPERATORS
SENT OUT.
Illustrated

Novelty

Tripode.
ReguCarriers, dc., de.

Lanterns and Slides on Hire.

THEOBALD
&
19, FARRINGDON ROAD,
The

from

cession Subjects.
latore. Gauges.

JUVENILE
LANTERN
na i‘
J.

ditto.

size,

9-ft. Lantern Screens 8/6. Condensers,
Fronts, Objectives,
Jubilee Pro-

From 20/- Instruments and all
apparatus in connection therewith.

ACTUAL

Moveable Slides, full
‘from 7/6 dozen.

for

Catalogue

Post

Free.

COMPANY,
LONDON, E.C,

the

Coming

Season

is

GRAPHOSCOPE

(BRUCE’S
PATENT),
and BOLD RELIEF without a screen, and Weird Ghost Effects and Fairy

the special copyright effects designed for this novel apparatus

are Bluebeard's

Closet,

the

Phantom Ship, the Spectral Air-Drawn Dagger, Faust's Vision of Marguerite in the Walpurgis Night Scene, &c., &c.
Lately

The Apparatus

added
— Marvellous
The Decapitated

can be purchased

outright, and let out on hire. Exhibitions are
Entertainments, with experienced operators.

Eor

E. S. BRUCE,

Moving Pictures in Space, The Animated
Head Resuscitated, The Apparition, &c.,

all

19, Campden

Particulars,

House

Road,

apply

Spirit
&c.

also arranged

Hand,

.

for all kinds of

to

Kensington,

LONDON,

W.
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colours, including carmine, scarlet, etc,

is obtained

Sepia

from the inky discharge given

off

by cuttlefish; certain yellows are obtained from
the camel; ivory black is obtained from ivory
chips; Prussian blue is the result of horses’
hoofs having undergone certain chemical treatment; the charcoal from the vine stalk gives
blue-black, and the madder plant supplies what
is known as Turkey red. From Siam we get
gamboge which is the sap of a certain tree;
raw sienna and burnt umber are certain earths
which have been burned.

HS Oa
Colonial

for a carrier, when one is on his way to help
a struggling church or mission of an evening
after a day’s work.’”’ Ofcourse, a good limelight
entertainment under such conditions becomes
extremely difficult.
In carrying a supply of lantern slides,
it does not take a great many pieces of glass
3}¢ inches square to become somewhat heavy
after carrying them for even one mile, and for
this very reason framed effect slides are quite
out of the question.
A letter received explains the inconvenience of
heavy apparatus.
The correspondent says :—
“A minister asked me to give a show for him at
one

of

his

minds us of the fact that there
is a vast field open for obtaining

(es =
customers in connection with sub3) stantial and light lanterns, and apparatus
ye”
pertaining thereto.
In many of the
smaller towns there is no gas supply,
and the usual illuminant that has to be
resorted to for lanterns is the oil lamp. This,
alone, is suggestive of a small disc and a
single lantern; and such is not calculated to
impress an audience with the grandeur with
which pictures can under more favourable conditions be projected on the screen.
Here, in England, we can send for cylinders
of gas, and despatch our apparatus by train,
hire our slides, take a cab from the railway
station to the hall, and beyond rigging up
the apparatus have little trouble. Consequently,
it is a somewhat difficult matter to sympathise
with our cousins abroad, many of whom have
to order apparatus and slides, which they have
never seen, from this country, and get perhaps
they do not stand

slides

in need

of, and

also

(broken in transit) in

great numbers.
There is a good deal of apparatus

in some of

the Southern Colonies, but for the most part it
is old, heavy, and out of date ; and this, added

to the difficulties of travelling, does not render
the pursuit of a lanternist either pleasant or
profitable.
A reader of this journal in Western
Australia, in a letter, says :—‘* Fancy having to
carry your lantern, slides, screen,

as he was

and all the usual requirements, a distance

CFSE IN

what

churches,

ill.

1 cwt. of iron, pressure boards, bi-unial lantern,

Lanternists.

(a eee perusal of a number of letters
We, rs from the Southern Colonies, re-

receive broken

mission

I took his buggy, and he wanted me to take
his limelight outfit, including a 15 feet screen,
eight miles;

CO
‘a i
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etc., on your

back for nearly a mile with sand almost up to
your knees, or else have to pay a high price

but like David

of

of old, I declined,

preferring to use an old lantern with oil light.
I left my office at 5 p.m., and with a few
biscuits in my pocket, I got ready to give ‘A
Tour in London ’— operator and lecturer in
one.
It was a lovely moonlight night, and at
8 o’clock I only took 10s.~at the door, so I set

to work to personally canvass, and having
eventually taken 30s., proceeded to give a two
hours’ show.”
As we stated, there is a fine field for obtain-

ing customers
colonies,

and

for lantern
the

energetic

apparatus
dealer,

in the
who

is

prepared to supply a complete and light
outfit, will have ample reward.
With regard

to

the apparatus, it should

be a light

and

folding bi-unial, an automatic oxygen generating
apparatus, an ether saturator, etc. Respecting
the slides, a couple of hundred slides printed on
celluloid will weigh little more than a single
slide on glass, and one or two sets of cover
glasses, hinged together with a mat pasted’ on
one of each set, is all that is required, for a

celluloid slide can readily be slipped between
them, when it is ready for use.
It might be said there are light lanterns on
the market, automatic oxygen generators are
obtainable, and plenty of celluloid slides are to
be had.
True, but when sending thousands of
miles to half-a-dozen firms, one has to consider

as to whether apparatus ordered from several
different firms are adapted to one another;
whereas, if a dealer advertised a complete light
outfit consisting of everything desirable to
commence

an

entertainment,

we

feel assured

that he would
meet with
good support,
especially from our New Zealand and Australian
friends, where there appears to be a good
demand but little supply.
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Prominent Men in the Lantern World,
No. XIIl.—Mr. JOHN

ANDERTON.

R. JOHN ANDERTON was born in
Birmingham, and has made that
town

his home, where

he is well

known and greatly respected. He
is prominent among athletes, scientists, journalists, etc.
As a scholar he was greatly envied,
for at the Midland Institute he was
the winner of every prize obtainable in experimental

physics,

chemistry,

and

Many other scientific novelties are due to the
subject of our sketch—such as a pebble tester
which shows a bright coloured cross of mica
when looked through. Ifa pebble be held in a
slot of the little instrument the colour of the
cross changes or disappears, whereas, on the
contrary, if a glass be introduced no change in
the cross takes place.
He is also the inventor of an optical toy
termed the caricaturist, wherein extravagant
distortions are produced in objects by means of
prisms. Hundreds of grosses of this toy have
been sold in this country alone. Some of our

animal

physiology.
He also obtained first - class
places at the South Kensington Science and
Art examinations,
class in acoustics,

electricity, etc.

and was marked as firstlight and heat, magnetism,

Professor Tyndall, who was the

examiner, placed him first among firsts and he
became the proud possessor of the National
Gold Medal.
While his mind was being thus trained, his
body was by no means neglected; in fact, he
became a conspicuous athlete and gained the
gold medal as the best all-round gymnast.
Separate prizes and medals were also won in
connection with boxing, running, jumping, etc.,

and he has also filled the position of President
of the Amateur Athletic Association.
Many of the London magazines have from
time to time published communications from the
pen of Mr. Anderton, who is a constant

writer

to his local periodicals.
Mr. Anderton is the proprietor of the firm
of R. Field & Co., of 142, Suffolk Street,
Birmingham, the well-known house of opticians
and makers of scientific instruments ; he devotes

a large proportion of his time to research.
The
ingenious method of showing stereoscopic pictures
on the lantern screen by means of polarised

light, as described in the back numbers of this
journal,

is his

invention,

and

in connection

with this he has been eulogised in the press of
this country and also in America to a large
extent, all of which he well deserves.

Our readers will know of the silver-faced
screens for lantern work which have been
commented upon in our columns and which

yield results of about one hundred per cent.
better than any screen hitherto employed.
These are due to the research of Mr. Anderton
and also Mr. Lewis Wright, and is an appliance
which in the future will be in great demand.

Photo by

Draycott, Birmingham.

readers may know it under the name of the
‘‘ Grinograph.”
Another great achievement of Mr. Anderton’s
was that he succeeded in making Colonel F.
‘Weddon’s Range Finder, which consists of three
prisms, each of which reflects a different angle.
The objection raised against the instrument
was the stated impossibility of grinding and
polishing prisms of the required mathematica]
accuracy.

Further,

that

one

out

of

many
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ANIMATED PHOTOGRAPHY AND PROJECTION,

Ghe Fnvicta Cinematograph
GIVES STEADY

PICTURES.

NO FLICKER.

NO NOISE.

Price complete with Lantern and high candle-power Limelight Jet, £22:0
Machine only, for use on any Lantern, £15: 0:0

THE

CINEMATOGRAPH

Very compact and light.

Large

Stock

THE

Can be used also for Projection.

of Films

(coloured

INVICTA

and

CAMERA,
Price 19:0:

plain), from

MAHOGANY

O.

£2

0.

10s. each.

LANTERN,

With Polished Mahogany body, moulded door, and Sight-hole, 4-inch Condenser, and Compound
Achromatic front lens, with flashing shutter, and 4-wick oil lamp, complete in case, 3 : 7: 6.
Large

Stock

of

Lanterns,

Single,

Bi-unial,

and

Triple.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
APPARATUS
OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION
SUPPLIED.
Speciality.—3-plate set. Polished Mahogany Camera with double extension by rack and

pinion, reversing swing back, wide angle movement, rising and falling front, 3 double dark
slides, R.R. lens with Iris diaphragm, Canvas case, and 3-fold tripod, £6 : 15 :.O.

The Memorandum Frena Hand Camera, takes 4o flat Films, size 33 by 2g. Price loaded, £2:18:8.
,

Full Particulars and Price Lists on Application.

NOAKES & NORMAN (., nonce son), 23, Nelson St., GREENWICH.

BRIN'S
For
OXYGEN

Limelight,

OXYGEN.

Medieal,

of Guaranteed

Purity

Metallurgical,
supplied

in

Cylinders

Manufacture, and complying with all the established
The public are respectfully

informed

that all Cylinders

and

which

other

purposes.

of the

Best

Trade and Railway
are

filled

Companies (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the Companies’ by the Bry
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee that the Trade Mark.
Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in every respect by the Brin Company which
has filled it. Customers who wish to procure BRin’s OXYGEN are requested to see that the
Cylinders
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which the Cylinder supplied
was filled.
_ The Works of the Brin ComPaNIEs are open during business hours to the inspection
of
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactured,
and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.
“
Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can
:

BRITISH

Regulations,

Registered
Trade Mark.

be obtained from the Company’s accredited Agents, or will be

sent Post free on application.

BRIN’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 84, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, $.W.
Addresses—

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, §.W.
MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.

BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
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J.H.STEWARD'S
oS

OPTICAL

2G

LANTERNS
INCANDESCENT
OR
Finest

GAS,

ELECTRIC

LIME,

LIGHT.

Lenses.

Best

Moderate
CATALOGUES

Work.

Prices.
POST

FREE.

The Daven nore_S jewaee: Vaiversai Arc Lamp
(1897
Has perfect adjustments

for centering,

PATENT),

and will answer

give any required Ulumination

perfectly for any current

from

7 to 20 amperes,

and

from 500 to 5,000 candle-power.

Doe

COMPACT, PRACTICAL,
SATISFACTORY.

ete

AND

PRICE

£9 Ss.
COMPLETE.

Best Quality.

Simpler Models
FROM

ee

As

arranged

for

Alternating

Currents

and Experi-

As arranged for Optical Projection.

New Effects.

New Photographic Sets.

Improved pets &c., &c.

406, 457, Strand, W.C.; 7, Gracechurch Street, EG. LONDON.
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thousands might by chance come right, and in
that event the instrument would be worthy of
a place in a museum as a scientific curiosity.
All the known methods of prism grinding were

so as to ensure the sliding coloured medium
moving up and down quite easy.
Take the measure for glass required for
sliding front and have it cut like piece in

of no avail, but after thousands

drawing 4B, and not as shown

of experiments

and as many failures, Mr. Anderton devised a
method of working which proved so effective
that out of a batch of two thousand prism
angles tested by the British Government, only
two prisms were rejected.
It is a sort of an open secret that Mr.
Anderton

is, and

has

been

for many

years,

dramatic critic of one of the oldest and most
influential Birmingham papers, and that he
has lately completed a comic opera which
will be produced during the coming winter.
He
is also a writer of pantomime and is at present
engaged on his tenth pantomime—all the preceding having been performed with great success
at the Prince of Wales Theatre.

at 4 4, and let

it project 1 inch higher than height of box in
centre to allow for pulling up and putting down.
Next obtain some canary medium which costs
2d. per sheet 36 by 26 inches, as sold by Reynolds
and Branson, Leeds, and cut a piece of this an
eighth of an inch all round less than the piece
of glass, and fasten on with any strong mountant.
The chimney part can be made either like Figs. 1

ite
How

to

Make

a

Dark-Room

Lamp.*
By GEORGE

KILBURN.

ORE light is what is often required
in the dark-room when making
lantern slides. This was one of
the first lessons which I soon
learned when I began making |
lantern slides. The lamp which I |
had made for me when commencing
photography did not give half enough
light for transparency work, so I set to
ete
=
work and made a lamp much larger than the
one I had been using.
Having a tin biscuit box, I thought this would
make acapital lamp. The size of it is 8} inches
or 2. The light can be just as user fancies and
wide, 6 inches deep, and 104 inches high, with
either
oil or gas can be employed in this form of box.
a circular opening in the top 42 inches in
To allow for ventilation make a few holes in
diameter. I got a local tinner to make a cowl
bottom of box, and fasten under each corner a
for the small sum of 6d. to fit this opening.
small button of wood so as to allow access of
The opening in the front to take the coloured
air. A- good coating of black varnish or lacquer
glass is made as large as possible, say 9 inches by
will
improve the appearance and also prevents
7 inches. A piece 9 by 7 inches is therefore cut
rust.
out with a pair of strong scissors or shears.
Should still more light be required, openNext fold over three-quarters of an inch, and
ings in the sides can be made similar to front,
hammer the fold as flat as possible. This will
only they will not need to slide, but simply
be required down each side and bottom only,
fold the edges over on to the glass all round.
then turn quarter of an inch back again, having
For those who use isochromatic plates, a good
a piece of glass or thin board between the folds
plan is to have an extra front glass of a suitable
colour for such plates.
* Received too late for insertion in ANNUAL.
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-The

Magic

Lantern

in’

' Zealand.*

New

°

very

By W. H. MATHIESON.
ee
THINK my communication will best
vz,
By interest the lantern public if I give
a short description of the outlook
of the magic lantern here in New

Zealand.

Five years ago we had a visit from
the great Snezell, with a magnificent
lantern and some dozens of good lecture
sets.

His outfit was said to be worth £1,000, but

this I will not question; however, it must besaid

that he was the best all-round lantern entertainer who has ever appeared in the colonies.
He

was

well advertised,

and had a first-class

operator who handled effect slides in a magnificent manner.
Snezell himself is a firstclass singer, a pleasant speaker, and a good
reciter, and always gave a very high-class entertainment, quite free from any trace of vulgarity.
In the large cities he had big and influential

audiences, but, strange

to say, in the smaller

towns was a: comparative failure.
On one
occasion he had a small audience which was

very

rowdy

(not

an

unusual

experience

in

certain parts of New Zealand), and he proceeded
to give them a bit of his mind, when his audience

retaliated by half-killing him.
For some time after this we received no visits

from lanternists until two years ago, when we
had one from an officer connected with the
Salvation Army, who gave a very good entertainment with a bi-unial.
He used a. small
tank, and made his oxygen as he went along,
using a kerosene stove lamp. He employed

a four

barrel

ether

saturator,

similar

to that

used by most of the professionals who have
visited and travelled through
New Zealand,
for in many of our small towns there is no gas
supply.
This lantern lecture was entitled,
‘Picture,

Song,

and

Story,” and was given in

aid of the Salvation Army Infirm
From all accounts this lecturer
thing of it, as the local branches
worked up his houses for him;
months’ trip he is said to have
£1,000.

Previous

Officers’ fund.
made a good
of the Army
thus in a few
made about

to his visit to New Zealand

he had been steadily travelling through the other
colonies for over

two years.

his ‘beautiful lantern and slides, which were the

He

was

a most

enthusiastic lanternist, and showed some of the

very latest effects, but, strange to say, he met
his Waterloo ina small country village here, and
* Received too late for insertion in ANNUAL.

idol

of his heart, and

cost about

£500,

were completely destroyed by fire. This entertainer was likewise an amateur photographer, and took views of the principal places he
visited. A specially fine set which he used to
exhibit was of the diggings at Coolgardie, in
Western Australia, which at the time he visited

New . Zealand.
was all the rage. The pictures
of the diggers and their mode of life were par-

ticularly realistic.

During the last few months we have had
two theatrical companies who have introduced

the cinematograph into their programme.
went to see them, but it was unpleasant
watch, as the flicker

was

very

great, and

I
to
the

pictures continuaily jumped about and got out
of focus, although one set—the arrival of the
Paris. express train—was very effective. However, it is to be presumed that these faults will
eventually be removed, and then possibly
cinematographic pictures will take the place of
the magic lantern.
j
As I write, there is a
professional

company

travelling through the colony with a triple
lantern;
they give descriptive lectures on
England,

Scotland, and Ireland, together with

appropriate songs and recitations, and I must
say the manipulation of the lantern is really
first-class.
This company term their entertainment the Myriorama.
I had a long conversation with the lantern
operator to this company on acetylene gas and
kindred matters. He had used acetylene gas,
and gave it as his experience that though
superior to oil, it could not be compared to
limelight; he considered it dangerous, and
advised me against its use until its explosive
properties were better understood.
Every town of any size here has its lantern
operator, who has a good lantern and several
sets of slides at the disposal of ministers and
others, and nearly every church has what might
be termed a toy lantern and a few sets of slides.
With these every now and then we have a
lantern lecture (?) in aid of some church or
other object, and thus a few more shillings are
extracted from the long-suffering congregation.
I have been to several of these so-called lantern
lectures, and the mere recollection of some of
them is enough to make one shudder. Can it
then be wondered at that the public are—to use
a colonial phrase—‘‘fullup” of the very name of
magic lantern?
There are, of course, honourable exceptions to this, but the great majority
are as above stated.
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VARIETIES

TO

MEET

EVERY

ix.

NEED.

EASTMAN’S_——

BROMIDE
PAPERS.

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

THIN AND DELICATE NEGATIVES.
SMOOTH SURFACES FOR FINE DETAIL.
HARD OR DENSE NEGATIVES.
ROUGH SURFACES FOR BROAD EFFECTS.
ENLARGING BY ARTIFICIAL LIGHT. | RICH BLACKS WITH PURE WHITES.
DAYLIGHT ENLARGING.
SEPIA TONES WITH HYPO-ALUM BATH.
‘“‘Permanent’’ Bromide for printing from soft and delicate negatives and for enlarging by daylight.
“Extra Rapid’’ Bromide for printing from hard or dense negatives and for enlarging by
artificial light.
Matte Bromide, a rapid paper with a fine matte surface.
Platino Bromide,
a high quality paper, giving the effect of Platinotype.
Easy to use.
Nikko Paper, can be
finished with a highly enamelled surface.
‘he ‘‘ Permanent’’ and ‘‘ Extra rapid’’ Bromide
Papers are each coated on three grades of paper, ‘‘A’’—thin, smooth; “ B”—thick, smooth;
“Cv—thick, rough.
Platino Bremide is made in two varieties, “Hard” and “Soft,” each coated
on thick smooth or thick rough paper.
Matte Bromide made in one grade only.

All the above

papers

OUR
Sodium Hyposulphite

.

may

be toned

to a rich sepia colour by means

HYPO-ALUI

ro ounces. | Alum...

TONING

ay

bid

of

BATH.

x1 ounce.

| Boiling Water...

70 ounces.

Dissolve the Hypo in the water first, then add the alum slowly.
When all is dissolved the solution should
be milk-white.
The solution should not be filtered, and it works better as it becomes a little old.
The best results are obtained by keeping the bath hot, or as warm as the emulsion will stand, say
100° to 120° Fahr. In this bath prints will tone in from 30 to go minutes.

When

toned,

the prints may

Water

‘Then wash

Also

aie

be placed

ead

wae

in a tepid solution

as

jo ounces.

of—

| Alum...

ie

ee

ve

2ounccs,

thoroughly...

Manufacturers

of

SOLIO,

MATTE

SOLIO

cha

EASTMA

and

X

a

RAY

PAPERS.

alae

£600inPRIZES] "°°U7 cuearsie,- LONDON.
Eastman

Kodak Exhibition,

New

Gallery,

Regent Street,

London, W.

From 27th Gct. to 16th Nov., 1897.

Last Date for receiving
Competition Pictures, Oct. 9th.

Paris: Avenue de !'Opéra 5.
Berrix:

Place Venddme 4.

Eastman Kodak Gesellschaft, m.b. H., Markgrafen Strasse 91.

Rocnester,

N.Y., U.S.A.,

Eastman Kodak Co.
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AUSTELLUNG,
a
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SANDELd EXHIBITION
The MODERN GALLERY, 175, Bond Street, W.,
Having proved such a success, we have decided to Re-open it on

Monday, September 27th, to remain open until Saturday, October 23rd,
HOURS 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. ADMISSION 1s.

DEMONSTRATIONS
(On Wednesdays and Fridays, commencing at T p.m.

Admission 6 p.m. to10 p m., 6d.)

Of working with Multiple Film Plates, will be given by Mr. SanDELL, also Lantern Exhibitions
of Slides from his Negatives, with practical

HOW

TO

MAKE

Illustrations, Contact and Reduction, of

A LANTERN

SLIDE

+ SANDELL I. &
LANTERN * PLATES.
WITH

THE

PLATES

THAT

ALL

THE

sooner

op

later

MUST

USE.

‘The SANDELL WORKS C0,, Ltd, South Norwood, LONDON, §.E
Telegrams—‘‘

STEREOGRAM,

LONDON.”

Managing

Director--J.

T. SANDELL.
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trip.

“T say I was gratified to see this lantern
again brought to notice, for strange to say, I
have myself just resuscitated it in consequence
of having got the electric light in my house,

Jf that great lanternist, Professor B. J.
Malden, could be prevailed upon to come here

charming little arc lamp, made by Woodhouse

I understand

that Snezell.is again coming

here, and no doubt the recollection of his former

visit will ensure even fuller houses than his first

for a trip he would draw splendidly and have
large audiences, but there are no people harder
to please than a colonial audience, as many
actors and lecturers have found out to their
cost.

I will now give a word of advice to any professional who is thinking of coming out here.
You must be thoroughly up to the times in your
profession, and

also find a new name

church,

and

and Rawson,

no

school.

I

had

but this Midget

longer made.

However,

come

lamp

with

across

a

is, I fear,

the lantern

and this lamp I get a good all-round light, with
50 volts and 8 to 10 amperes.
“ Having met with success in this direction,
I have just completed a new electric trinoptric
lantern (a photograph of which is reproduced),

The front consists of three sides of a hexagon,

for your

show, as we have had plenty of myrioramas,
panoramas, and a hundred and one other ramas.
The people here are looking for something new,
and I think it will be on the lines of the Cin.,

as it is popularly known here.
Should any reader interested in my remarks
desire any further information, he may obtain
my address from Mr. J. Hay Taylor, the editor
of our OpticaL Macic Lantern JOURNAL.

— =<}
The Beechey Trinoptric
By CANON

ST. VINCENT

Lantern.

BEECHEY.

- have been favoured
2

Watson,

of

Holborn,

per Mr.
with

C.
the

following remarks from the Rev,
“@

Canon

Beechey,

Hon.

Canon

of

~%
say
this

Q Manchester.
[Canon Beechey, who is the inventor of
this form of lantern, has attained the age
of ninety-one years, and we are pleased to
he is hale and hearty. Notwithstanding
great age, he is able to take an occasional

run

to London,

ay
ate
Sj

from

his home

in Norfolk, in

the pursuit of science to which he is still an
active devotee.—Epiror.|
“JT little thought to see my old patent lantern
brought up again, and I niust confess I felt
gratified to see a description of it in two numbers of the Oprican Magic Lantern JouRNAL.
The account of it in the last number is wonderfully correct, with, however, one exception, and

that is I never couid get a 20 ft. picture, nor in
fact any bright one over 10 ft. with the light

I then had, and that was the reason I dropped
it. Icould not get a sufficiently all-round light
for the large lantern lectures which I gave in

those days gone by, viz., 1847, just fifty years
ago.

and the back is square.
As the centre nczzle
is a little nearer the screen than those at the
sides, I use in it a lens of slightly shorter focus
in order to compensate for this.

‘At the end of the two side objectives there

are prisms of eighty degrees angle; these can
be moved sideways so as to make the discs
move sideways, thus two or even’three pictures
can either be placed on the screen side by side
or central, one on the other, or by the same
means a figure or ship in the side stage can be
made to pass across the picture projected from
the front nozzle.

“Each front is provided with a shutter for
dissolving purposes. These shutters, which are
placed close to the lens, consist of two plates of
brass, one over the other, from which a V shaped
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piece is cut so that they act after the style of an
iris diaphragm, and open and close from the
-centre of the lens by the movement of a lever.
“With this lantern, and a single light, some
very beautiful effects can be produced. I am at
work now making a series, and already have a
fine eruption of Mount Vesuvius by day and
night; the eruption going on as smoke by
day and a fearful fiery one by night. I have
also ghosts and angels, snow scenes, which are

seen to change as the snow descends, etc., etc.”
Soe CEO PG

Lecture

akoon

on Astronomy.*

By A. R. SCHUTZ.
(Author of ' CeLestiaL SympHony.”)

NO then our enterprising editor has
Mi)
determined that astronomy shall
come down from its high and lofty
position, and associate with other
interesting topics usually
dealt
with. in the lantern world.
A very
wise step too, for since no science can
be independent, but all branches of

learning have need of each other at times, they
may as well learn to work hand in hand together
in this sphere; and the astronomer is sure to
prove a most interesting companion.
He has
long been regarded as a mysterious isolated
being, living on the mountain top under his
dome of wood, and speaking a lunguage sometimes hard to understand.
‘Well, the professional astronomer is perhaps
a sort of giant among men, considering the

gigantic difficulties

he meets in his limitless

sphere; and to grapple successfully with all the
profound problems astronomy confronts him
with, and to be fully qualified for all the refined
measurements and calculations, requires not only
a very costly preparation, but also a mind of
extraordinary powers.
Many of the giant tasks
have been overcome, and difficulties are so far

reduced, that the most simple minded may now
read works on astronomy with profit and
pleasure. The popular portion of these publications should have a much larger number of
readers,

since

the

benefits

conferred

upon

mankind by this science, are perhaps greater
and more far-reaching than those of any other.
Here, however, we are not going in for
scientific difficulties, but simplicity; the greatest
difficulty that may arise will fall to my share
while marking out the best course for an
astronomical lecture of one and a half hours
* Received

too late for insertion in ANNUAL.

.

duration, before an assembly “particularly
ignorant of the subject.”
I have been asked
to give a “list of the most interesting slides
suitable for such an audience, with a few rough
lines explaining detail.”
As I have not been informed as to the length
and breadth of the lecturer’s capacity, I will
assume him to be equally unacquainied with
this science; then we shall have to start right
at the beginning, and my remarks
and
suggestions nay prove all the more useful to
those who would entertain or enlighten their
friends on these lines. And as I have gained
my knowledge by practical experience, I hope to
link my explanations together in a way so as to
bridge over or hide most of the puzzles usually
confronting the beginner in astronomy.
~
The would-be lecturer must at once grasp
the fact that the earth is one among the shining
host astronomy has to deal with, and nobody
will ever puzzle out the ever-changing aspect
of the heavens who does not fully understand
the movements and position in space of the
little ‘‘ wandering star’ upon which we live.
When sets of slides with
descriptive
were

invented,

lectures

astronomy

was

not

forgotten.

The best list of such I find on page 309 in the
catalogue of Newton & Co., 3, Fleet Street,
Ii.C. (page 53 old catalogue), where three sets

are given.
3 inches

No.3 set: ‘‘Tén Rackwork sliders,
diameter,

packed

in box,

set; on hire, 5s. for one evening;

£7 7s. per

lecture, 1s.”

This will answer our purpose best, but not
in the numerical succession given there, which
is very eccentric. I should take them in the
following order, No. 1, 4, 10, 2, 9, 6,7, 8.

You

may show No. 96 if you like,it is very interesting
and amusing.
No. 3 you should put away as
useless, unless you can handle it scientifically.
The simplicity in which our first slide appears
is really not too childish, seeing we can buy
a 2s. 6d. volume by a man of some scientific
pretentions, preaching the doctrine of a flat
earth. And some religious enthusiasts attempt
to argue that the Bible teaching does not admit
of the rotundity of the earth, declaring that she
is fixed. If they come to you Mr. Lecturer,
tell them that the Bible says, “‘ He stretcheth
out the north over the empty place, and hangeth

the earth upon nothing” (Job xxvi., 7), and
our picture confirms the fact.
And if the earth is thus suspended—hanging
upon nothing—she is free to move, and that
she moves is confirmed by the next slide (No. 4),
or better, by daily observation.
We see that
all objects outside of our globe come up from
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the east, passing over our heads towards the
west.
This is so, simply because the earth
rotates ou her axis from west to east, bringing
us alternately into the light of the sun and out
of it again, producing light and darkness, or
day and night. When we are not in the light
of the sun, we meet multitudes of stars. If you
will mark any one of these stars at any particular point, then you will see it at that point
four minutes earlier (about) every succeeding
night, two hours

twelve

months,

earlier, or

earlier every month,

of course,

about

twenty-four

the same

and

in

hours

time in the same

place where you saw it twelve months ago.
This means that either the entire heavens have
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She is evidently a dark body like the earth,
half in sunlight, but since we view her always
from different angles, we see differing portions
of her illuminated surface. This will become
more plain in the next picture (No. 10).
Here we are presented with a remarkable
phenomenon ; the moon seems to possess a sort
of magnetic influence, whereby the waters on
the earth are drawn upwards into a heap.
This heap moves onwards as the earth rolls
round, but it must cause an up and down
movement

in

our

oceans,

and

therefore

periodical ebb and flow on their shores!

a

Those

who live by the sea (and watch) know that the
tides keep time with our moon’s movements.
It will be noticed that when the moon is on the
same side as the sun, the two drawing together
—for

the sun

than the
quite so
opposed
moon is

has a similar influence, but less

moon—our waters bulge out most, not
much at full moon when they are
to each other, and least when the
in her quarters.
Then
earth,

form

a sort

sun

and

of triangle

is neutralised,

moon

when

and so we

their

power

have the secret

of

spring and neap-tide, which take place twice
every month.
Now, if we examine the position of the sun
among the starry hosts, we shall perceive him
also throwing the stars behind, travelling to the
east, but coming to the same position again
every twelve months.
Does that great luminary then also move
around the earth?
The ancients thought it
must be so, but no, that would be against the
usual order of propriety. As our earth controls

her little moon
month,

and swings her round every

so that mighty sun

swings our little

earth, with her satellite, around him every year.

Comparatuue

Size

of the Sun

& te Planets

described a circle, or else the earth must have

done so during that time, which should seem
more likely.
While our earth thus spins round with us
every

twenty-four

hours,

we

also

encounter

another great light, occasionally, our moon, but
in a different phase and a different place every

time, and later too each time.
movements,

we

ward, towards
lose

sight

shall

Following her

find her travelling east-

the sun apparently, where we

of her, and find her on

the other

side in a few days, and at the end of a month
she will gain the same position towards the
earth as she had at the beginning, but with the
earth, she has also passed the stars eastwards.

See them sailing along now on the sheet
(No. 2), accomplishing one journey while the
earth turns on her axis 365 times (about), and
the moon sails around her a little more than
twelve times (not thirteen as your printed
lecture has it ; the explanation of harvest moon
there

had

better

be left

out

as incorrect,

it

being most likely a slip on the writer's part).
The movements of earth and moon, as seen
in this picture, are real; what we call the

rising and setting of sun, moon and stars, are
only apparent movements, caused
by the
earth's daily rotation;
and you can also
perceive now
easily how by her onward

journey we must meet the stars earlier week by
week, and the sun must seem to be moving
backwards among them.
If we could possibly
stop the earth’s movements for awhile—say we
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stop her at midnight--we should never see
the sun; the moon would be present through:
half of each journey, rising in the west and
setting in the east, always at the same point on
our horizon; and the stars would rever be
seen to move at all, except one here and there
of those that do not twinkle.
Some of these,

too, are seen from year to year to shift eastwards; and these are other planets evolving
also around our sun, as seen in tke following
picture (No. 6).
Some of them are larger
than the earth, some smaller;
moons, others have none.

some have more

Here we have before us, perhaps, the most
marvellous spectacle imaginable.
All these
ponderous bodies suspended in space, sailing
along as easily as though they were swimming
in a huge pond, keeping their attendant moons
within bounds, while our great sun is evidently
invested with the mysterious power of controlling the movements of the entire family of
worlds.
Altbough they are so numerous, so
large and so far away—Neptune being no less
than 2,800 million iiles from the. sun—tbey
are kept revolving through their mighty course
in perfect order.
Our telescopes show most
of them as rotating on an axis, and having
therefore day and night.
If we examine this axial rotation of our
earth, it reveals a
masterpiece

of design,

and any alteration in the position of that axis
would

bring confusion, misery and death upon
us. Imagine, for instance, if during the earth’s
revolution, one pole was always turned towards
the sun. There would be continual day on
one side and night on the other, and life, as we
know it, would not be possible. Or if the axle
always stood upright, then day and night would
be for ever equal all over the earth—as is the
case now on 22nd March and September—and
we should have no seasons, as the temperature
would remain pretty well equal.
But our next
picture (No. 9) shows us that the earth leans
to one side a little; she always keeps in this
position, and wherever you find her during her
journey around the sun, the axis ever points to
the same spot. In this way every portion of
the globe’s surface is alternately presented to
the light and heat of the sun in an ever-varying

light, or that she may also fall in with the
earth’s shadow and get herself eclipsed. And
the interior planets might also sometimes seem
to be crossing the face of the sun.
These
transits and eclipses are nicely illustrated by
the two remaining slides No. 7 and No. 8,
which pretty well explain themselves.
But doubtless our audience would like to
form some idea as to the size of our sun ; ‘since

we have been informed of its great powers in
bringing about such wonderful phenomena, it
must be a body of extraordinary dimensions
and activity.
How would it compare in size if
all its family of planets were brought close
to it ?
We will once more use our imagination and
cause our earth to be laid on the centre of the
sun’s face and the other planets near about her;
then we draw a circle about them for the moon
to travel on, for there is ample room for them
all within the moon's orbit (see the illustration
above, such a slide is in the market).
From
the central dot to the circle represents about
240,000

miles,

the moon’s

distance

from

the

earth ; from that circle to the edge of the sun
would be nearly another 200,000 miles, for our
sun’s diameter is 865,000 miles.
The earth’s
diameter is 8,000 miles; Saturn would make

700 balls like our earth, and Jupiter 1,200, yet
we should require a telescope to see them from
our present distance of about ninety-three
million miles.
Such an experiment would,
however, not be possible at all, for long ere
these planets could get near, they would catch
fire, melt like butter, be changed into vapour,
and absorbed by the flames of the sun, not a

shred left to give evidence of the destruction of
these great worlds.
The best slide to show first is perhaps the
one with a Telescope and Astronomy in large
letters, 1s., and conclude

with

the Planisphere

slide, published by Geo. Philip and Son, 32,
Fleet Street, E.C.
See my remarks in our
journal for December 1896, where other useful
hints

will be found;

and if the lecturer should

possess my ‘Celestial Symphony,” be would
not often want to go hunting elsewhere, if he
wished to delight his audience with all that is
marvellous and interesting in astronomy.

SSS Sa

aspect, causing a regular periodic rise and fall
in temperature, and thus summer and winter,
seedtime and harvest are perpetuated.
By this time it must bave become easy for us

evening, 25th ult., with a soiree, to which a large

to understand how in all these circulatory
movements our moon may at times get between
us and the sun, cutting off more or less of his

number of guests were invited. This exhibition
was thrown open to the public on the 27th ult.,
and will so remain till November 13th.

Royvau PuorocrarHic Society.—The fortysecond annual exhibition opened on Saturday
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Warriors

Nice

53
54

Embarking Fishing Nets
Starting for a Watk

Child and Dog
Children Playing Marbles
Blacksmiths

Galeat Sea

Japanesc Jugylers
Lion

Bicycling Lesson
Japanese Wrestlers
Launching a Vesscl
Hauling in Fishing Nets
Ploughing
Washerwomen
Sheep at Slaughter-House
Shoeing Forge
Carpenters

'

Weeds

Bicyclist

Boxing

; 33

Lady Acrobats

Gold-fish Globe
wo
Loading Barrels on Trolly

: 40
' gt

Breaking up a Wall—l.and
Cat's Breakfast

20
21

Steam Boiler
Swans

| 42
43

Writing on the Wrong Side
Children’s Sports

22

Concert

Procession—Sun Car

1 52

Embarking a Iorse

55
56
| 57
: 8
. 59
60
* 61
62
! 63

18
19

23

| 46

| 47

Unloading Grain
Dance on the Stage
Japanese Dance
Tyrolese Dance
Departure of Cab
Departure of Cyclists
Unloading a Ship
Pistol Duel
March Past
of a Young Ladies’ School
Landing

17

| 39

and

Departure ofa Transatlantic Liner
II.

6,

65

Market

66
67

Niggcers Sweeping
Baby's First Steps

63
69

Fishermen Mending Nets
Fishing for Goldfish

| 4}

Elephants

'

70

Fishing for Sardines

| 45

Children Catching Shrimps

'

71

Pelicans

LONDON.
9, Southampton

PARIS.
Street,

Holborn,

BERLIN.
London,

W.C.

Xvi.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Philipp Wolff for Films.
Special
72
73
74

Game of Bull Dogs
Game of Cards
Game of Tricks

76

Hunting the Sparrow Hawk

132
133

Firemen— Departure of Fire Engine
Firemen-—Getting Ready

135

77

78
79
80

Firemen—Playing on the Fire
Firemen—Life Saving

81

Panorama (taken from the train)—Arrival
of Train at Aix-les-Bains (winter

Panorama

(taken

from

the

Departureof Train from Ambérieu

time)
Children Quarrelling

192

194

134

136
137

Harbour de la Joliette
Old Harbour

146

107
109
110
ur
112

113

IIy
115
116
117
118
rig

129
121

Views

Government Place
Rue Bab-Azoun
Ships unloading in Harbour

201

202

being

Paris

205

158

Lyons — Quai de l'Archevéché
Lyons—Saving of Rabbits
Macon—Panorama taken from a train

+159

160

Nursemaid and Soldier

Boning
Hat Transformation Tricks
Hair Dressing
Mechanical Meat Choppiny
Carpenter and Box Maker
Sack Race
Blind Man’s Buft
Discussion
Dentist
Russian Dance
Giant and Dwarf
Playing with Cards

Jury of Painters

161

16:
163

Phctographer

Conjuror
Give and Take
Traveller and Pickpockets

173

175,

176
177
173
180

181
182

Arrival of Train at Perrache
Cordcliers Square
Belecour Square
Panorama taken from Train arriving at
Perrache Station
(Quays
Panorama (taken from boat) of the Soane

at the

Chasseurs

183
184
15s
185
187
153
190
Igt

LONDON.
Q, Southampton

217

Stop at Station

Horse Pond
24th Chasseurs Alpine—March Past
Gymnastic March
Boxing Lesson
Jumping Obstacles
Bayonet Exercise
Muscular Exercise
Reassembling
Handling of Arms
Stormiag a Wall
24th Chasseurs Alpine—March Past
Battalion Marching Past en masse
Storming of Portico
Staff Exercise
Cuirassicr—Mounting
Departing
Charging
Fighting
Dragoons

Swimming

across

Sword Exercise
Fencing Lesson—Saluting
Assaulting
96th Linc—March Past

Berlin
218
219
220

Under the Linden
Panoptikum Freidrichstrasse
Potsdamer Platz

Inauguration

ment
221

224

1. Before

Monu-

the Inauguration--Arrival

Kaiser William II.
Kaiser William II. and
II. on Horseback

Cologne
227
228

229
230
231

Postplatz
Old Exhibition Quarter
Augult Bridge

Dresden

Frankfort a/M
Reception of Kaiser William II.
Old Market Place

Hamburg
Lombard

Bridge

Munich
235
236

of

Czar Nicholas

Leaving the Cathedral
Arriva?
of the Express
Panorama taken from a Boat
Bridge of Boats

225
226

the Saone

Holborn,

of the

of Wiliam I.

2. The Inauguration
[the Sovereigns
3. March Past of the Hussars before

Karlsplatz
Maximilianeum

PARIS. |
Street,

Liff

FOREIGN
GERMANY

222
223

Military Views

179

Lyons

President

The people on the Place de |’Opera

17+

Barges
Embarking
Discmbarking

of Russia Disembarking
Entry of Russian Czar and Czarina and
the French
President into the
Pavilion
Paris—The Czar and Czarina of Russia

167

768
16)
170
171
172

Coal Market, with Camels

Amman

Visit

165

Grotesque Skater

216

210

2UL
212

Souza

and Spahis on Horseback
forming Escort
Dragoons forming Escort
General Saussier and his Staff

105

214
215

The Bey and his Escort
Market
Tish Market
Vegetable Market
Street and Gate Bab-el-Khaira
Gate of France
E! Hafouina St.
Sidi-ben Arous St.
Place Bad-Souika
Souk-el-Bey

Cherbourg—Sovercigns

and the French
Champs-Elysées

164

Rue Mascara
Rou Sidi-Bou-Médiné
Rue de France

Tunis
206
207
208
209

213

Franco-Russian

Nurse:maid and Cuirassier

Anes
Arab Market

Tiemeen

Inundations of 1896
and

Evian

131

200

204

Toulouse

Carmaux

130

Mucezzin Praying

198
199

203

Rue Alsace—Lorraine

153

Taking Coke from Furnaces
Charging Furnaces with Coke

123
129

197

Leaving Church

157

151
152

FRANCE

127

Carnival, eight different views—
Rattle of Confetti
Panorama of the Casino, taken from a
boat
Place Massena

154
155
156

150

Tigers
Tourists Returning from Excursion
Motor Cars

“108

ALGIERS

Arc de Triomphe
Bassin des Tuileries
Champs Elysées
Champs Elysées—Carriages
Place de la Concorde
Place de l'Opera
[Prince's Car
Procession du Bweuf gras—Carnival of
Mi careme—Carof
the Queen of (Jueen's

149

Jumping
Turks March Past
Vaulting
De “ Brennus "'—Warship
Le “ Magenta "—Warship

Alger

Nice

148

Cat's Dinner
Rocks de la Vierge ~—Biarritz
Baby's Dinner
Family Dinner
Serpent
Leaving the Factory
The Diver
Men Sawiny Wood
Children Scene

106

195
166

Fish Market

Nimes

Raft with Bathers

100
101
102
103
104
105

193

138 -145

Recreation of birds

Comic

Dealers.

Marseilles

147

Returning from a Sail

Gardener —_Sprinkling
Sprinkled
Women Fighting
Snowballing

to

The Exchange
La Cannebiére
Cours Belzunce

train)—

Station (winter time)

Terms

BERLIN.
London,

W.C.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Philipp

Wolff
Special

Stuttgart
237

Schlossplatz

Fountain on the Schlossp'atz
Procession on the Schlossplatz
Procession of Old Germans
Procession of Cavaliers

247

248
219
250
251

252

253

254
255

256

|

ENGLAND
London

}

A Fire Call
Lady Cyclists and Cavaliers Arriving at
a Cottage

| 299

231
292
293
204

' 235

Tower Bridge
Westminster Bridge
Piccadilly Circus

Palace

f

Puerta del Sol
Porte de Toléde

of

the

Arrival of a Gondola
Pizeons on the Place St. Marc
Tramway
Grand Canal with Gondolas
Panorama of the Grand Canal
from a boat)

of

|
i
| 321
322
323
324
325

(taken
|

Place

of the Czar

301

The

Empress-Mother and the Grand
Duchesse Eugénie Driving
Czar and Czarina entcring the Church
of Assumption
Count of Montebello and General de
Boisdeffre going to the Kremlin
Countess of Montebello
Admiral
Sallandrouze
and General
Tournier
Asiatic Deputation

Via Carlo Alberto

313

Milan

314

Complete

List

Boston
333

Commercial

334
335

Atlantic Avenue
Trement Row

336
337.
338

March Past of Policemen
Michigan Avemie
Great Whecl

The Waterfalls

340

The Rapids

343

| 316

(Exhibition

Procession

of

Serie

347.
348

of 96)

349

350
35t
352
353
354

LONDON.
9, Southampton

:

C

will

j

be

Sent

PARIS.
Street,

Washington—HElection

of

President
Exccutive Mansion
March
Past
of Columbia
District
Artillery
March Past
of James Blain's Republican
Club
March Past of the National Guard of
the District Columbia

Mexico
345

Cascade
Procession of Arabs
Egyptian Dance
Vulage Féte
Returning to the Stables
Bel-Air Place

315

Street

339

j
:
i 341
342

Interlaken

Bains de Diane
Place du Dome

Washington Street
Market Strect

344.

Bridge over the Rhine

Geneva

Genoa

33t
332

SWITZERLAND

30)
310
311
312

Brooklyn
©Fulton Street

Niagara

case)

Basles

Ring
Entry of the Cinematograph

Avenue and Union Square
Broadway and Road Strcct
Skaters at Central Park
Broadway and Union Square
Whitehall Street

Chicago

The Sovereign and Guests going to the
Coronation Ceremony (Red Stair-

308

Broadway
Arrival of Traia at Battery Place
Brooklyn Bridge
Metropolitan
Broadway and Wall Street
Passengers Descending from Brooklyn
Bridge

330

i

Mark's

Ditto (seen from a distance)

NORTH AMERICA
New York

326
327.
H 328
329
|

300

:

|
;

18

j

Ruc Tverskaia

Procession of the Crown
Procession of the Royal Sceptre
Suspended Bridge

ITALY

277
278

Marriage

Moscow

Vienna

275

the

Coronation

Arrival of Bull-fighters

Budapest

274

at

Prince of Napies
End of Procession at the Marriaye
the Prince of Naples
Piazza Colonna
Piazza Termini
Fountain of Trevi
The Station
Dance of the Ciocciari
The Forum

RUSSIA

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY

275

|

i

Panorama of the
St.
(taken from a boat)
Caraiiniers
Infantry
Bersaglieri

The Queen's Body-Guard
The Qucen’s Lancers—Charging
March Past
Engineers—March Past
Dance in Camp
Artillery—Firing Exercise
Military Cyclists
Guard coming from the Royal Palace
Distribution of Food to the Soldiers

273

Harbour and Vesuvius

Rome

Military Views

Regent Street

Military Views

271
272

Schaffhausen
Waterfall of the Rhinc (closely seen)

Venice

Procession at the Wedding of Princess
Maud
Street Dancing
Entry of the Cincmatograph
Hyde Park
Niggers Dancing in the Street

SPAIN

261

Lausanne
March Past of the Sti Battalion

Procession

Madrid
259

Monza
King and Queen of Italy

Naples

Stuttgart —26th Dragoons—Jumping
Obstacles
Dismounting
March Past
Gorlitz—Military Review before Kaiser
William Il. and Czar Nicholas II.

Guards at Buckingham
Horse Guards

Dealers.

Via Roma

Military Views
287
258

to

Films.

Via Marina

Military Views

246

Terms

tor

XVii.

Holborn,

on

355
356
357.
358

The

President Taking Leave of his
Ministers
Transport of the Bell of Independence
Ruraux Galloping
The President Promenading
Bayonet Exercise
Lassoeing a Wild Horse
Indian's Meal
Lassocing Wild Buffalo
Mexican Dance
l.assoeing Buffalo for Work
Indian Market on the Viga Canal
Cavalier on Restive Horse
Bathing Horses
Spanish Street-dance

application.

BERLIN.
London,

W.C.

XViil.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Philipp Wolff for Films
Special
SERIE

Terms

to

D.—About

Dealers.

70 feet long, clear.

Arrival of a Workmen's Train
Passing Iafantry
A Family Breakfast

50

Arrival of a Train

51

Passing

4

Passing Cavalry

53

On

5
6

Washerwomen
_
Bathing in the Seine

54
55

Navvies at work
Blacksmiths

103

1
2

3.

52

7
§
g
10
ir
12
13.

A View of the Sea
Leavinga factory |
Onthe landing bridge of asteamer
A voyage ina Train
The Boulevards of Paris
A Jo‘ner at his bench
A Parisian lady’s bath

15
16
17

Danse Macabre
The arrival of a Tram
Awine: hop

18
19

Boating on the Marne
Place de la Concorde

14

car

20
21

A lovers’ sccne
The Market

22
23
24:
25
26

Leap Frog
Children scrambling for sweets
A Farm scene
A Grndstone man
Ina Barber's shop

27
28

ico.

tor

a Sofa

102

Children playing on the sands

10g

Westminster, London

65
66
67

Sca Breaking on the rocks
Manceuvres ofa Brigade
(Exercise)
Military Scene at Vincennes (return from

110
11x
112.

Bois de Boulogne, Paris
A comical painter and his model
A Girl of the Bretange
Chambre Separée
Menuett (Dance Louis XV.)

| 6S A French So'’dier’s Courtship
; 69 A Trick with a Funnel
70 *A marriage sccne in Russia
71 an eadates of the Bride
i 72 *A
National
Dance

113
114
115
116
117

73 *An Eccentric Russian Dance
74 *A Jumping Russian Dance
;
* In National Costume.
75 Pierrots
:

113
119

120

30
3:
32
33
34

The Port of Cherboury
A Quadrille at the “ Moulin Rouge”

82
83

The Carnival at Paris (5 Subjects)
A Greck Dance in National Costume

36
37
38

A murder
Yvette retiring to bed
Caught in the act

85
86
87

Battle of Flowers at Nice
Men of war maneuvring
ACaravanin Egypt
_

qo
41
42

A Love Duel
The undressing of a Model
A dispute

Sg
go
gt

39

Serpentine Dance

8;

Love Scene

88

43

A Malgache

44
45
46
47.
48
49

Washerwomen in the fields
A dance under an umbrella
A roundabout
A fantastic dance
A boating party
Atthe Central Markets

Dance

2

,
|
/

|
;

93
94
95
y6
97.
98

The Senegalais
Trained dogs and rats

tf

2

4

A funny solution
Fireman and servant girl
Country wedding

The confession

|

12e

The Boulevard St. Michaels
A Bicycle race |
Infantry Exercise
Teleyraphists and

Pastrycooks

(Comic)

Acrobats

Tambourin
Dance Gracieuse

‘i
,,

English Dance
March past of Chasseur Regiment
President
of the French
Republic
accumpanied by the Ministers
March past of Artillery (with Cannon

and Ammunition Waggons
Manceuvres of Attillery

122.

Railway crossing

123
124
125
126
127

A scuttle on the terrace of a Café
Flora
:
Anarrcst
Tipsy girlina Wheelbarrow (humorou:)
Stick no bills (humorous)

128

The Bridge at Joinville

Place Victoria in Berlin

329
130
| 131

| 132

The clowns (humorous)
The jumping clowns (humorous)
The Executioner

Queen Victoria Street, London
Oxford Street, I.ondon
A wedding party

i 133
| 134
| 135

Boat race
{Horseback
Flower girl and the Fireman (humorous)
Lady’s tailor

Danse

du ventre

A Spanish Acrobat
A Lion's Cage
Switchback
Ina
Balloon
Selling wafers
Arabbit

SERIE
3

Leizigerstr, Berlin

64

76
77
78
79
So
81

35

Unter den Linden, Berlin

The Guard, Berlin
{ Inauguration of the Monument

of
William I.
iz
10, }Delile of the Germania
105
_
+Bicyclists
106
—
{Students
107
—
'Ladies of Honour
108 {The Emperor heads
the
St-ndardbearers to the monument

A terrible night
Place dela Republique
Arrival of the Czar in Paris
Acard party
Ragpickers
Masons at work

2g

Dancing at a fair
Miss de Vere, danseuse

Farriers
Courtyard ofa Barrack
Discharginga Ship
Soudanese bathing
Place de Opera
Horse Jumping at Saumur
Cavalry horses drinking

56
57
58
| §9
60
61
62

A Children’s ball

g9

Dragoons

Divers

about

75

past of the French

G:ard

Peasant riding on donkey

137.
138
139
140

A violent character (humorous)
The undressing of a lady
Spanish Dance
From Nogent to Joinville (Panorama
taken in a train)
Execution in Berlin

feet.

5
6

Pigeons flying up
Tne three pericas of female life

9
10

The unexpected bath
The discovery of a lynched man

7

St. Antoine of Padua

tt

The

picrrot andthe

charwomiun

Perriot and Columbine
12 A farce
on the side of said box which causes the apparatus to be ready to
COLOURED
FILMS
project
in
a
space
of
time
requiring scarcely five minutes.
The
All the subjects mentioned in this list can be obtained in colours.
working cf the apparatus is most clementary, and the uninitiated are
The price of these varies according to length and subject from £1 to
made acquainted with it in a few minutes.
Its weight including
accessories js very light. Inside the packing box is also adapted a
‘a Any informaticn relating to projecting and taking machincs or
wocden box in which the lamp, films, etc., find their place.
Pictures
Films will be furnished cn application at any of iy offices.
obtained
by means of my apparatus are very steady, there being no
Taking inachines from £12 to £60.
tiresome
oscillation
nor
trembling,
and
they
cun
be
produced
of any
Blank Films at wholesale prices.

WOLFF'S

S$

on

136

ryt

E.—Length

March

VITAPHOTOSCOPE

The
projection
apparatus ‘The Vitaphotoscope"’ is mace
entircly of metal; the framework altogether being of steel. The
complete apy aratus consists of :—
1.

‘Thedriving mechanism

with first-class cbjcct glass.

The lamp box made ofsheet stecl with superior condenser.
An Electric or limelight lamp (ad lib. fii).
A Flywheel with belting.
Ace,
new
The plant board with packing box.
The

drivitg

mechanism

with

object

glass (No. 1) and the lamp

box with condcuser (No. 2) are fixed on the plant board (No 5); for
projecting, this latter is attached by means of additionally supplied
screws on the packing box, while the flywheel is strongly screwed

size up to 25 ft. long to 19 fcet (height).

The
as above
The
has been

complete spparatus finely nickled costs £35, all accessories
included.
strong and at the same time practical build of my appar: tus

the object of my especial care, and therefore

For any further information I keep myselfat the dispcsal of such
persons as wish for same.
Blank Films, perforated, transparent and opaque of any length
up to 450 ft. long to hand.
Apparatus for production of oxygen as well as saturat:rs and
acetylene lainps that can be us2d in any place independently of gas

BERLIN.

LONDON.
9, Southampton

Street,

I am enabled

todeliver with it a written guarantce for two years, its working beinz
irreprcachable.

Holborn,

London,

W.C.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Eolarger.

xix.

New Special High Power

JET

EJECTOR
(PATENT).
Each

Jet will be adjusted

and

carefully

4A.M.1.C.E., and a Certificate
will be sent with each.

PRICE

£2

The above can be used asa Blow-Thro’ Jet or asa Mixed

without

tested by Mr.

W. J. COLES,

of Test, giving the candle-power,

2s.

Gas

Jet at will,

any alteration.
Used in either way it gives more light than any other
Jets made.
It is specially recommended for Cinematographs.
Below is a copy of the report by Mr. W. J. COLES, A.M.LC.E.
REPORT

ON

TESTS

WITH

THE

NEW

SPECIAL

HIGH

POWER
EJECTOR
JET.
.
Having made thorough tests of the capabilities of this Jet under various conditions, I find
as a mean of the fesult of several experiments—
That when using the coal gas direct from the house maina
light equal to 646 candle-power was obtained with best hard limes of ordinary size.

of oxygen (3-Ibs. per square inch) a light of from 1800 to 2000 candle-power was obtained, but the lime
powcr for more than a short time, The mixture of the two gascs under all the above various conditions will not withstand
is perfect.
August

6th, 1¥97.

SPECIAL

“HARDAZION"

LIMES, 1}-in. in diameter, for above High Power
containing 6 Limes, price 8s. 6d. per Tin of 6.

W. J. COLES,

the heat

at this

A.M:LC.E.

Ejector Jet, in air-tight tins,
:

“Stocks’” Patent Paraffin Oi! Lamps of 125 Standard
=oe —descriptions.
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The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

SAFETY
Oxygen

GAUGE,

42s.

Professor MALDEN says of DUPLEX.—

“ABSOLUTELY SAFE,”
from Chlorate of Potash.

“Have
' consider

Cylinders filled while waiting.
Cylinders—All sizes in stock.
Cylinder Fittings, all kinds.

BUILDINGS,

yours

as smoothly

several
effects

the

find

I

best, and
them

work

as gas-bags.”

CLARKSON
HOLBORN

Regulators,

decidedly

for complicated

Manufacturers—A.
28, BARTLETT’S

tried

CIRCUS,

&

Co.,

LONDON,

E.C.

SPECIAL
OFFER.
————

HARVARD’S

IMPROVED

Cinematoscope
(Protected).

METALLIC

BELLOWS
(BRIER'S

REGULATOR

PATENT)

20/-

CHEAPEST, MOST
NO FLICKER,

NOISELESS,

PORTABLE.

DOES
NOT
DESTROY
FILMS.
One of the FIRST in the Market and not yet surpassed,
It is not a Toy, but a reliable Instrument.

F.

HARVARD,

28, Reedworth St., Kennington Rd., London, S.E.

THE SCOTCH & IRISH OXYGEN CO., LTD
ROSEHILL WORKS, POLMADIE, GLASGOW.

iP

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Faces

on

By

8S.

the

D.

Wall-paper.

BAIRSTOW,

original
younger

F.L.S.

Ci
éA

COUPLE of thousand feet above
sea-level, right atop the noble
Zuurberg mountains, is pleasantly
y CS
ensconced in a little natural basin
ge
of kloof and rustic protection the
CZ
snug sanatorium whose reputation is
ay ‘so widely recognised.
He
In this picturesque bungalow of life extension are many bedrooms, amongst which
mine own, and ‘‘I am

not so well,” to use the

proprietor’s cheery saying. Curious influenzic
pains make of my shrunken frame a pincushion.
The bed is soft enough, but feels hard and
rugged.
The day is bright and sunny, but
consoles me not. Sweet birds are twittering
love songs amongst eucalyptus and pines, but
they cannot enliven my drooping spirits. The
dear old pipe does its best 10 soothe—all to no
purpose.
I’ve got the hump, and I am in the
blues.
There is a balm for every
wound, and, Eureka !

London

puzzles, madness lies that way.
With a little
practice really good copy may be obtained.
Eyes need not always be fully opened. A gentle
squint or side gaze is pardonable in altering
effects. Adopt any plan you wish to obtain a
fair result. I have no desire fo expatiate there-

upon. Do your best.
The thirteen sketches
accompanying this were designed in thirty
minutes.
They are by no means average, my
material being limited, as I have explained.
I have only submitted human faces, but there
are lots of animals mooching around.
THE Optica, Macic Lantern Journat

is, on

its front page, described as being for the domestic

circle; so I presume I may be allowed to make

.

“No bolt launched from Olympus!
answer at last!’’

genius is indeed a vara avis,
My
friends must not labour too long at

their task, for, like those head-racking

ey)
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Thus,

Lo, their

in the old days when

my dear dad could afford a better class of wallpaper than the writer ever hopes to afford, I
have spent many a pleasant hour in devising
caricature

pictures

and curious statuesque figures, fanciful inventions imagined from wall-paper designs, licked
into shape and there and then pencilled in my
sketch book.

That

was,

however,

long, long

ago, but the fit has recurred, and I am impelled
to return to those muttons.
Just now my bedroom paper is an insult
alike to art and manufacture.
It consists of a
cheap cottage material bespattered in farcical
daubs of floral decoration.
Blue represents
stems and twigs; yellow and red, the flowers.
Yet the tout ensemble is not unpleasant. There
is a small

limit on

which

to work,

but I am

doing my best to fancy out a few sketches.

What cheered me may cheer others, and: here

is the recipe. Glare at your wall-paper until
you imagine some face is stowed away betwixt
lines and space. You will be sure to find one.
Dot it down on paper promptly, either from a
clearly defined object or from memory, or
both.

a suggestion for the young folks. Rare fun can
be had by setting juveniles to work at an evening party to draw in the manner I have suggested what appears to them on the wall-paper.
This having been done, the lantern apparatus
comes into play. In some of the back numbers
of this journal I have seen illustrations of a
slide by which sketches can be copied on smoked
glass in the lantern, the copy being placed at
one end of the apparatus, when the lines, which

are traced over with the pointer, are reproduced
in the stage of the lantern, and consequently on
the screen. .This will afford much more amusement than showing a collection of the funniest
comic slides that may be obtained in a commercial manner, and I leave my young readers
thus to enjoy themselves.

Both is best, as you are enabled to com-

pare effects of reality and fancy, thus adding to
amusement.

I claim

no invention,

for I have

oft accredited Gus Doré with the patent, and

thought that Phil May owed one or two of his
to wall-papers. Undeviating

classical ‘‘——””

Torn

& Hoppir.—This

firm, at present at

164, Camberwell New Road, are fitting up new
premises at New Tothill Street, Victoria Street,
S.W., where they intend removing at no distant
date.
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The Electric Light in the Optical
Lantern.—No. VIII.
By

CECIL

M.

HEPWORTH.

(Continued from page 147.)
HANDY instrument in the electric
lanternist’s
paraphernalia is a
“Pole Indicator.”
This consists
of a glass tube with a metal
electrode at either end, and filled
with a liquid of very high resistance.
This liquid is partially decomposed
when a small current passes through it.
Normally the liquid is perfectly clear, but under
the influence of an electric current a small
portion is decomposed and assumes the appearance of a bright ruby cloud which surrounds
the negative electrode.
The cloud disappears
in a few moments after the disturbing influence
is removed, so the little instrument is always
ready for use.

Let us suppose that the lanternist is to give

an exhibition

at a certain

experienced worker will recognise in a moment,
from the direction in which the greater quantity
of light leaves the carbon points, which of the
carbons is in connection with the positive, and
which with the negative pole. But the tyro
will not possess the same facility. Let him
allow

the light to burn for, say, two minutes,

and then switch it off.
Now let him watch
the carbon points and observe which will retain
its red-heat for the longer period. That one
will be the positive carbon, for, as already
explained, there is twice the activity at the
point of the positive rod as compared with that
which obtains at its neighbour’s extremity, and
therefore,

as it soon gets twice as hot, it will

naturally take longer to cool.
If, when the above recorded

experiment is
performed, it be found that the positive ‘‘lead”
has been connected with the lower carbon,

the

wires must be reversed in such a manner that
the positive electrode is at the top.
And now for the manner in which the connections are to be made.
The easiest way

hall, and that the

electrician in charge has brought to a place
near to where the lantern has to stand a
couple of wires from a point on the mains,
whence a current of 15 ampéres may be drawn
with impunity.
The first thing which the
lanternist will do is to attach these wires
one to either end of his pole-tester, and ask to
have the current switched on for a moment.
A second or two will suffice to show the little
cloud arising in the tester, and the current can
then be switched off again. It has already
been said that it is around the
negative

Ammeten

pole

in the tester that the ruby cloud collects, and our

operator will do well to immediately mark one
wire to distinguish it from the other as soon
as the test has been made. In my own practice I make it an invariable rule to tis a piece
of string around that wire that the test shows
to be positive ; 7.e., the one which

is attached

to the opposite end of the pole-tester to that at
which the red cloud forms. Failing a poletester—which

is a considerable

convenience,

but not an absolute necessity—there is another
simple way to tell which wire is connected with
the positive pole of the dynamo or battery,
but it involves connecting up to the lamp and
its accessories, and the connections may afterwards have to be reversed, though that is not a
very considerable undertaking.
Connect up
the lamp and resistance in the manner to be

immediately explained, and start the light and
allow it to burn for a minute or two. An

to explain this very important matter, which,
however, is by no means difficult to understand,

is by reference to a diagram. The simple sketch
shown herewith will require but little explanation. On the left-hand side are the two leads
bringing the 100-volt current up to the lanternist’s table, the upper one being of the
positive persuasion, as shown by the + sign.
This wire is ehown

first connected

to a switch,

whence it goes direct to the upper carbon of the
lamp. In the other case, that of the negative
wire, which

is shown

lowermost,

and

distin-

guished by the negative sign — the lead is
connected direct to the necessary resistance by
which the voltage of the electricity is reduced
to the required extent, and the flow of the

current through the lamp controlled.
From
the resistance the current is conveyed by a
short piece of wire through an ammeter, by
which its quantity is measured, and from there
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to a safety cut-out,

or ‘‘fuse.”

Another

short

piece of wire connects this last with the negative or lower carbon holder of the lamp, and
thus completes the circuit with the distant
dynamo.
Although these various portions of
the circuit are shown in the diagram arranged
in this particular order, it does not follow that
this order must be strictly adhered to. On the
contrary, it does not matter in the least what
part of the circuit

or fuse,
current
is most
attached

the resistance,

or ammeter,

or switch are placed, so long as the
passes through them in turn. But it
essential that the positive wire be
to the upper carbon, and the negative

to the lower.

For the rest, the items can be

connected in any part of the circuit, and in any
order that happens to be convenient.
But it
must be remembered that the complete installation must form a circuit with the distant
dynamo.
The current must pass from any
given point round the circwit through all the
instruments, including its source, the dynamo,
in turn, and thus back again to the same point.
Let the lanternist at once get the idea of a
circle

into

his

mind;

a circle

which

is only

broken in order to have a lamp, or resistance,

or switch inserted between the broken ends,
which ends are thus virtually united again,
from an electrical point of view.
Of course,
this electrical circle, or more properly, circuit,

is not of necessity circular in shape or anything
like it. That is merely a convenient metaphor
with which to convey the general idea.

In another article I propose to briefly call in
review ore or two little tips and wrinkles

that may possibly be of use to the lanternist
who aspires to electricity as the source of his

illumination,

irregular
remedied,

and

to point

conditions
after

may

which

out

be

this

will be brought to a close.

how

certain

recognised
series

and

of papers

tools and a little patience and ingenuity any
photographer can knock together the small
quantity of apparatus required, and for the
details of which I must refer the reader to any
modern text-book.
The first point to notice is
the class of paper to be employed; this will
depend upon the operator’s artistic ideas and
also upon the class of negative, generally.
For
small prints, say up to 1 by 1, a smooth surface
paper such as ordinary bromide or platino-matte
is to be recommende4; for large sizes the thicker
and rougher papers are desirable, both from an
artistic and practical point of view, as the risk
of tearing in the thicker paper is greatly minimised. Taking say Eastman’s bromide paper as
an example, the A and B papers are suitable for
small prints and the C paper for the larger
sizes, these papers being coated both in extrarapid bromide paper and platino-matte, which is
also made in two kinds giving soft and hard
results, with a platinotype-like surface. It will
be seen by this that a great variety of effects
can be produced, specially if toning be resorted
to, as I shall direct below. The exposure of
course varies with the negative light and stop
used, but “blue” negatives require Jess exposure
than ‘‘yellow,” and it is always best to test the
exposure by means of a small‘strip of paper
exposed for varying times to the enlargement.
Many enlargements can be vastly improved by
judicious shading of the thinner portions, such
as the face and deep shadows, by means of a
piece of cardboard—portions can be printed up
by using a piece of card with a hole in it such
as a vignette; above all, be careful not to overexpose else flat results can be expected.
The
ferrous oxalate developer can be used but is not
recommended, for the slightest trace of hypo or
pyro will cause black stains; the developer I
can recommend is as follows :—
Amidol
ie
Sodium sulphite
Water

Enlarging on Bromide Paper, etc,
By EDMUND

A. ROBINS.

FE ROY
ery BOUT this time photographers are
(\@es
| beginning to think of putting away

WwW [eeN

their outdoor apparatus until next

ENG
season and to prepare their pictures
GINO
for exhibitions and decorative pro% (.
cesses.
A few words about enlarging

ay

upon bromide paper may be useful to
those to whom the process is new, and
perhaps to those who have already done some.
I do not intend to speak about the necessary
apparatus required for the work, ag with a few

169

re

.
as

60 grains.
1} ounces.
20

If the above acts too rapidly, dilute with water;
to increase the contrast add a drop of 10 per
cent. potassium bromide, too much bromide
must be avoided as it is very active. When
developed the print is well rinsed and fixed in
hypo 4 ounces, water 20 ounces; no acid
clearing bath is required, thus giving one great
advantage over iron development.. In the fixing
bath the contrasts appear to increase, and therefore it is not advisable to develop too dark, as

the prints always appear darker when dry..
After fixation is complete, generally in about 15
minutes, the prints are washed, with the usual
precautions. After washing it is advisable to give
a bath

of alum, about 1 ounce alum

to 30 of
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water, and again rinsing before drying.

If a

glazed surface be required, the print, which is
upon ordinary bromide paper and not matte
surfaced, is squeezed upon a sheet of ferrotype

The

Invention and Development
of the Optical Lantern.
Ey EDWARD

DUNMORE.

iron which has been well waxed, with a solution

of bees wax

in benzole, and well polished off,

or else upon a sheet of plate-glass, free from
scratches, which has been waxed, or else dusted

CHAPTER
TNH

XVIII.

over with French chalk (powdered talc), and
7-2 MPROVING
negatives is, without
polished with asoft cloth. ‘To preserve the glazed |
.\% doubt, necessary in some degree
surface on mounting, a backing paper must be
with almost all, and in many cases
attached to the back while the print is damp
y,
very important ones can be s0
and upon the glass, the two drying and coming
“5 altered as to give excellent results
off together; the print may then be mounted
in the resulting print. The simplest
without injuring the gloss. Care must be taken
improvement is preventing the shadows
not to strip before the prints are absolutely dry,
printing too black and the light not
as they will not} leave the plate.
The
sufficiently deep. We gum over the back of the
Eastman Company have introduced a species of
negative a piece of tracing paper or papier
bromide paper having a very fine surface, it is mizeral, which is more easily managed. When
known as ‘ Nikko,” it is made in two colours,
dry, with a sharp pen-knife cut round the edges’
white and pink, and the treatment is the same
of the denser parts, moisten the paper witha wet
as for ordinary bromide paper; it can be
sponge and strip it off, leaving the thinner
enamelled in the same way and a fine matte
portions covered; more than one thickness of
surface can be produced by squeezing upon
paper is sometimes required, or a little blackfinely ground glass which has been cleaned and
lead can be rubbed on the paper with a stump
dusted with French chalk. The print must ke
until sufficient density is gained.
Another
backed. The surface of Nikko prints is rather
plan is to pour over the back of the negative
delicate and scratches must be avoided; they
ground glass varnish, which can be worked
can be removed by carefully rubbing the dry
on with lead pencil for the same purpose;
print with water and cotton wool. Sepia tones
or covering the back with
can be produced on bromide prints by immersing
spirit varnish
the dry print in the following bath :—
in which some aniline
colour has
been
Hypo .. 10 ounces )
dissolved, and scraping it off where not
Alum .. lounce ; Heat to 110 Fahr. (about).
Water .. 70 ounces J
required.
This is a favourite method with
This solution looks like milk and smells strongly
many, and is perhaps the best. When treating
of burning sulphur, and therefore the operation
portrait negatives, which require rather more
should be carried on out-of-doors; the prints
delicate shading than landscape and archishould have been developed rather darker than
tectural subjects, beautiful gradations may be
-usual, as they lose somewhat during toning.
made with this plan, so that it is impossible to
The prints are immersed in the hot solution
detect on the print that the negative has had
until the required tint is reached, this largely
any doctoring whatever.
Scraping the flm
depends upon the quality of negative. After
with a sharp knife is used to reduce very high
toning, the prints must be very well washed, and
lights when small in size. Points of high lights
they can be matted or enamelled as above
occurring in deep shadows are picked out
described. For mounting prints good cornflour
altogetber, leaving only the bare glass. Accidents
or starch paste is to be recommended; to free
will occur
occasionally, and negatives get
from lumps squeeze through fine muslin. It is
scratched or broken, so that without some
best to soak all the prints in plain water and
remedial treatment they are practically useless.
place in a heap and paste each one as it is If the glass is cracked and the gelatine film
arrived at; this ensures getting the paste evenly
still uninjured, the best plan is to transfer the
applied, otherwise difficulty will be found in the
film on to another glass, which is easily done.
‘‘coming up” of the corners.
Prints on Nikko
Soak the broken negative in water, to which
paper can be toned as above and burnished in
five or six drops of fluoric acid to the
the ordinary way. Enlargements can be made
ounce has been added; this will have the
upon transfer-type paper and transferred to
effect of loosening the film, which will, with
any support, but I will give full directions fcr
or without the help of a knife-point to the
this process in a later numb:r.
:
edges, easily leave the glass; when it is to be
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AUDLASS' Pneumatic Lantern Slide
DISSOLVING CARRIER
Is again much improved, and is now practically
noiseless.
Fits any lantern without alteration,

Price
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1'7/G.

Centering

Carrier,

Centres any size slide, a perfect luxury after using the
old style. 21/-, Special terms to dealers.
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novel principle.

MIXED

Film can be released in a moment

JETS, of 1,500 candlepower, from 30s.

SPECIAL
FEED

at any time of working,

“B
ARC

& W”
LAMP,

HAND25s.

A

phe

B& UW” Ginematograph Gamera,
ANYONE

CAN

USE

NO

—
occa

FOCUS
PRICE

TO

BREAK.

DIRECT ON TO FILM.
x eK
ex

complete,

Boxes,

IT.

BELTS

£35);

with
or

as

two

Changing

shown,

£12.

Complete
Outfit,
consisting of Camera,
Lantern, and Apparatus for projecting and
printing Positives, supplied from £39,

x
i
‘ ul

ee

—<——S
A oa l

‘BAXTER
Borough
Telegrams—'«

Mills,

Manchester

PROJECTOR,

BRADFORD.”

SEND

&
Road,

FOR

%

H

LATEST
LIBERAL

MH
LISTS.
TRADE

TERMS.

WRAY,
BRADFORD,

E
Telephone

GiaND:
No. 944.
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carefully removed to a dish of clean water. A
perfectly clean piece of glass being in readiness,
slip it into the water under the film, and
spread it out with the finger tips level on the
fresh plate right way up; lift out slowly the
film and glass together, well drain, and after
arranging the film smoothly on the support,
set it up edgewise to dry, when it will be as
good as it was originally.
;
:
But if both film and glass are. broken,
obtain

a piece of glass the same size, warm it,

and apply a little Canada balsam equally
over the surface.
Clean the back of the
broken negative and lay it} down on the

balsamed glass, now made hot, and press into
close contact, seeing that the broken edges are
in close contact, then lay down on a perfectly
level surface to cool and set. If any balsam
has oozed up between the pieces it can be
removed with a little turpentine and soft rag.
Any chipped film its now retouched, and the
negative is bound round with paperlikea lantern
slide. Inprinting, a piece of white paper must be
laid over the frame, and then printed in the
shade; this will prevent the crack showing,
especially if the direction of the light is along
and not across the crack.
If a negative has
only just began to show a crack, bind it round
the edges to another piece of glass to prevent
the extension of the fault, and

treat it tenderly
in printing. Damaged films are best restored
by retouching.
Patches of too little density
can be rubbed over with the finger tip and
a little blacklead. Patches of too great density
can be rubbed carefully down with a soft pad
moistened with spirits of wine. In cases of
blurring and halation this abrasion will often
be a great improvement.
Pinholes
and
faults of this character are best touched out
with a fine pointed sable brush and_ Indianink, taking care to keep the colour well within
the defect; if clumsily done, and put on the
film, the repair will be worse than the fault,

as a white spot shows much more than a black
one on the print.
Scratches and cracks on wet collodion
plates are best remedied by rubbing them
over with a pad of cotton wool charged
with

blacklead

or

fine

lamp-black,

which

will fill all fine cracks and prevent them
showing on the print, although they may
appear very conspicuous on the negative.
Defective skies are often best remedied -by
painting out altogether with Bates’ black
varnish or Gihon’s opaque; if any objects
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project into the sky, as trees, towers, steeples,

etc., it is better to paint carefully round their
edges with Indian-ink, and then fill up the rest
with black varnish,

than

to use the

varnish

altogether, as itis apt to run, and make defective
outlines, while the water-colour will not.
If the space to be filled be large, a print may
be made.and allowed to blacken, the sky part
cut out and pasted on the back of the negative
andthe parts adjoining the subject painted out on

the film.

If there is insufficient sky space, a

sufficient width of opaque paper can be added
to it, shading during printing
to prevent
any hard line showing the junction of paper
and negative, with clouds afterwards added.
APPROXIMATE

ENGLISH AND FRENCH
AND MRASURES.

WEIGHTS

LENGTH.
-

°1 MM.
* 1CM.

0.00lm
00lm

=
=

J; inch.
2 iach.

=4 inches.
= 3 28 feet.

1 DM. Olm
1 Metro

WEIGHT,
1 Gramme = 153 grains.
1 Kilo
= 2} pounds.

CAPACITY.
1 CC. = 4 fluid drachm.
1 Litre = 1} pints.
1 Litre = 61 cubic inches.
1 gramme = the weight of 1 cc. of water at 4° =33/2F.

RELATIONSHIP

AND

BETWEEN

ENGLISH

THE MeErricau SysTEM

WEIGHTS

AND

MEASURES.

A cubic foot of water measures 61 gallons
and weighs exactly 1,000 ounces.
The same
relationship therefore exists betweer. the cubic
foot and avoirdupois ounce as between the
litre and the gramme.
The usual tables giving
the weight of the litre of a gas in terms of the
gramme may be therefore read as English

tables giving the weight of a cubic foot in terms
of the avoirdupois ounce.
EnGuish

WEIGHTS

APOTHECARIES’

AND

ME&asuREs.

WEIGHT.

1 lb, =12 ozs.=96 drachms =288 scruplc3=5,760 gers.
1 oz. = Qdrachms= 24 scruples= 490 grs.
ldrachm =
3scruples=
60 grs.
lscruple =
20 grs.
AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.
11b. = 16 ozs. = 256 drachms = 7,000 gers.
loz. = 16drachms = 437°5 grs.
ldrachm
= 27'343 gra.

Chemicals are always purchased by avoirdupois weight, and usually compounded by

apothecaries’ weight.
by troy weight.

Gold, silver, and platinum
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is gold chloride, fully purified, or commercially known
as tri-chloride of gold. For convenience it should be
dissolved in distilled water, one drachm to each grain
of gold salt. And as the salt will weigh about half as
much again as the original gold dissolved, 44 ozs. of

XII.

RENDLE.

water should be allowed

Gas Borrie.—See Cylinders.
Gas GauGE.—A scientific device for testing the pressure
of gas, an instrument

that can be fixed to the

nozzle

of a gas-holder for ascertaining the quantity it
contains.
Gas Governor.—A gas regulator.—See Regulators.
Gas Retort.—A vessel used for containing the material
from which a gas is made.
GeLatTinE Lantern SLIDEs.—Transparencies from draw-

instructor,

and

dioramas

of

any

other pictorial

exhibitions, whose

some

notoriety,

owing,

no

doubt,

to

the

brilliant results that can be obtained.—See Saturatore.
Groovep Boxes.—Boxes conveniently constructed for
storing and conveying slides. These are mad in many
sizes, to hold from half-a-dozen to two or three
hundred.
Hanp
Cameras.—A small and convenient form of
camera much used for travelling purposes, and generally constructed with an automatic arrangement for
changing the plates. The hand camera is specially
adapted for obtaining lantern slides.—See Camera.
HEAT, oR Catoric caused by the subtle elements, and
mostly accepted as a form of energy. Everything we
see, or that can be seen or touched in this world
contains heat, and were it withdrawn the whole of the
animal and vegetable kingdoms would at once end in

GENERATOR.—That which generates or produces. Those
parts and vessels of the lanternist's apparatus used
principally for generating the gases.
Grorama.—A complete geographical panorama or view
of the earth's surface.
GestTuRE.—To give expressions of the sentiments and
passions by action of the limbs, attitudes of the body,
etc.—See Elocution.
Guost Errects —More ghost effects have successfully
been carried out by the aid of optical lanterns than by
any other means.
A bi-unial or pair of lanterns are
essentially the apparatus for the purpose, and readers
are referred to the articles, ‘‘ Dissolving Views” and
‘Effect Slides,’’ both of which apply directly to the
above heading.
Gotp CuLoripe.—Into a phial containing nitric acid

universal death.

It is a common

fact, that should a

man live for one hundred years, his body has not been
destitute of heat for one single minute during the
whole of that long period. Heat is one of the many
branches

of chemical

science,

and

unless

made

the

subject of special study, its importance collectively
cannot be appreciated. Among the many effects of
heat, it may be mentioned that it penetrates everything that it comes

brium
mind

acid three parts—say
24 grains of fine gold,

in contact

of temperature
that

most

with, until an equili-

be arrived at, and bearing in

bodies

expand

by heat, lanternists

will know that it is this expansion that is provided for
in the lens cells, by the lens fitting loosely in its
mount, thus guarding against accidents.

which can be purchased at any refiners. The phial
cin be suspended in a small vessel containing water,
to which may be applied gentle heat by the aid of a
spirit flame.
As the temperature rises, chemical
action sets up, and the gold quickly dissolves. Should

Hetroscopic LantTeRN.—A trade term given toa make
of single lantern, by a London manufacturer, and may
be described to infer—As light from the sun's centre.
Hich Pressure Gauce.—A gauge for screwing into
the nozzle of a cylinder containing gas under high-

any remain, however, after the action has ceased, more

*All rights reserved,

Panoramas

one of the saturators of the higher order, and which has
gained

vegetable black, and the lines gone over; the superfiuous
powder can then be dusted off, when a fac-simile of the
original should be the result. They are then tightly
bound between twocover glasses. Transparent colours
specially prepared for lantern slide purposes can also
be profitably employed in this way.

the acid remains; this must be tested

and

so-called lecturer has nothing whatever.to do with the
preparation of any of the literary matter.
Griprron SaTuRaTor.—A trade name, or term given to

and a fine steel point in place of the lead pencil... When
a tracing has been made in this way, the finger, or
some such soft wad, may be dipped in finely powdered

|

pressure, for the purpose of ascertaining the exact
quantity therein.
Hitt Norris Puates.—See Collodion Plates.
Hissinc Jets.—The causes of the dieagreeable sourds
' occasionally made by the jet, can, as a rule, be easily
traced. Too greata pressure of oxygen; a chink in the
rubber tube ; or a faulty nipple are frequently accountable.
When the pressure of oxygen has been reduced

for by means of

blue litmus paper, which will turn pink so long as
the liquid is acidulated.
For gold tri-chloride, the
metallic gold must be redissolved by repeating the
foregoing process, after which it is evaporated to
dryness. This is best done by placing a dish containing
the gold over a sand or water bath, which should not
exceed 208 degrees Fabr.
The substance thus formed

etc.

keeping -with most

. Manner on sheets of colourless gelatine.
Tracings
are managed in the same way as with drawings, using
the clear gelatine in place of the usual tracing paper,

acid can be added in like proportions, and heat again
applied till all traces of gold has disappeared. Any
precipitate that may have formed should be filtered
out. A saturated solution of ferrous sulphate is next
prepared (iron one part, water seven parts), and added
to the gold solution.
The gold will fall as a metallic
deposit, leaving the copper in solution.
When well
settled, the clear solution should be poured off, and
water added repeatedly and drained off till no trace of

quantity,

magnitude term the spokesman ‘‘a guide,’ which
appellation would certainly be more in truth and

ings, plans, diagrams, rough sketches, conundrums,
bon mots, etc., can be made in the simplest possible

one part, and hydrochloric
together four drachms—drop

for the above

the bottle labelled ‘Gold Tri-chloride, one grain to
the drachm.”
This solution will keep for an indefinite
period.
GuIpE.—A
conductor,
one
who
superintends, au

without

effect,

it is best

to turn off the gas,

dieconnect jet, and examine it.
A brush oftentimes
remove3 small particles of dust, which will cause the
nuisance.
Horizon.—Both in astronomy and geography, the horizon line is that line of demarkation where the sky
appears to meet the earth. This is known as the

H

sensible horizon, and is best viewed at sunrise or sunset on flat country or coast, or best of all from an

altitude.

It is the horizon
’

line that

colourists

of
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BENETFINK & CO.
Ge

Great

City Depot for MAGIC
'

Special

Cheap

Line.

Japanned Tin Lantern, fitted with
4-inch Condensers, Sliding Tube, Rackwork Lens, and 3-wick Lamp for
burning Petroleum,
Net, 18/If fitted with 4-wick Lamp and Flasher
to Lens, and packed in Carrying Case,

CATALOGUES

LANTERNS

SEIDES: —w

Post Free.

Russian Iron Lantern.
Adapted for use with Incandescent Gas,
4-inch Condensers, Brass Sliding Front,
good quality, Projection Lens, with Flasher
and Rack and Pinion Focusing.
Price Complete in Metal Case, containing

New

Pattern Japanned
Lantern,

Tin

With 4-inch Condensers, Sliding Front,
good quality, Projection Lens, with
Flasher and Rack and Pinion Focus4-wick
Lamp
fok
burning
Burner with Mantle and Tale Chimney, ing,
Gas Jet and Tray, Reflector and Special Petroleum, packed complety in neat
Metal Case,
Top, as illustration,
!

Net, 38/6.
Net, 22/6.
The above Lanterns take full-size Slides, 3} by 3}.

S9,

anda

Net, 25'6.
Lightning Carriers, ]1/- each.

90, 107, 108, Cheapside,

LONDON,

E.C.

THE PENDANT SATURATOR, Revolution in Jets IT]
TO OXYCEN
TAP OF JET

SAFETY.

YFILLER
PLUG

=

WILLWAY&SONS| ===

yea NUFAGTURERS [=a
=
BRISTOL.
a
PATENT N®

1,500
CANDLE-POWER.

ABSOLUTE

=

36

|

No. 1.—For Jets
consuming up to
84 cubic feet per
hour.
No.2.—For

Gwyer's Patent High PowerJets

High
Power Jets, Cine- Were First at LIMELIGHT CONTEST,
Jan. 22nd, 1896.
matographs, etc.

Highest Award at the West of England
International Photographic Exhibition.

Write for particulars

Equally

and Testimonials.

J.

Write for

S.

Particulars

to

the

WILLWAY

DRAWBRIDGE,

efficient

with

mixed

gases

ether.

Manufacturers—

&

BRISTOL.

SONS,

and

xxvi.
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RILEY
PRIZE

55

and

Enlarger.

BROTHERS,

MEDALLISTS,

CHICAGO

EXHIBITION.

57, GODWIN
STREET, BRADFORD,
ENGLAND,
and 16, BEEKMAN STREET, NEW YORK.

Having Branches also in Boston, Chicago, Kansas City, and Minneapolis, and at Dunedin, N.Z.,
we are prepared to prove that we are

THE

LARGEST

LANTERN

OUTFITTERS

IN THE

WORLD,

BEST

GOODS

and being extensive Makers and Exporters can command the best terms, and are therefore able to

SUPPLY
i

OUR

IMPROVED

PR

CUSTOMERS

WITH

THE

at prices (when value is considered) much below ordinary dealers.

AESTANTIA Qup ““PRAESTANTIA” Lantern at £4 4s.

_ COMPLETE.

(fitted for Oil) is acknowledged by hundreds to be the BEST,
BRIGHTEST and CHEAPEST LANTERN in the TRADE.

My
Or

if fitted

for

OIL

and

LIMELIGHT

£4

15s.

Fitted

with LAWSON
SATURATOR
£510 €.
It is the Banner Lantern of the World.
We have sold more of this Lantern than can be proved of any other Lantern. in
existence, and have thousands of testimonials to its worth from ev oe part of the globe,

Don’t go away with the idea that this is our only Lantern that has
produced a sensation in the market, Our

Prize Medal ‘ Monarch ” Bi-unial, at £91 10s.,
Has the largest Sale of any Bi-unial Lantern in the market, and
gives Universal Satisfaction. Fitted with the

NEW 1,000 Sswee LAWSON SATURATOR, £24 10s.
Giving a light never yet got by any Bi-unial offered.
IT IS SIMPLE

TO WORK,

AND SAFE IN ANY HANDS.

If you want the best of
ae

in the lantern world consult us, we ‘tials information gladly.

LAWSON

Patent

SATURATORS
For Single and Bi-unial Lanterns,
Have
many imitators, but no equals.
They
were first in. the field, and take the Tend
still.

Simple,

safe, economical.

Giving

the brightest form of Limelight attainable.

Over 2,000 now in work.
Write for particulars of the New 1,000 Candle-power
Bi-unial Saturator.
An immense success.
OUR

OUR

t
—
© Ty

NEW
SETS for this Season include: ‘The Victorian Era,"' ‘‘Our hae “Firemen,”M ithe City of
Mexico,”
9 New Illustrated Songs, “Manners and Customs of the East,” New sets of ‘
Moses” and

“Joseph,” “ Hawaii,’ “Niagara,” ‘New York to Niagara,’ ‘Life of Luther,”
“Yellowstone Park,”
Old New York,” “On the way to Klondike,” and many others.
HIRE DEPARTMENT
(50 slides loaned for 3s.) is the largest and most complete in the world.
Best Sets

published
Catalogues write

RILEY
Catalogues, 6d.

added

yearly.

Outfits sold on Monthly Payments System.

For Particulars and

BROS.,

55 & 57, Godwin Street, Bradford, England.

Hire List, Free.

Buyer's Guide, lid.

Operator's and Hirer’s Guide, 23d., free by post

ee
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transparencies

make

many

beautiful

effects
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is practically balanced as shown in the illustration, and the taps are of the screw-down
‘ia
This jet is capable of giving an intense
ight.

from.

There are also the true or astronomical horizon, and
the artificial horizon, the latter being an instrument

used in astronomical research.

Humorous Suiprs.—-See Comic Slides.
AlypRocaRBoNns.—Compounds of carbon with hydrogen.
Some are found in their natural state, whilst many
are prepared artificially.
Hyprocuworic Acip Gas.—A colourless, irritating gas,
composed in equal volumes of hydrogen and chlorine,
or, if by weight, hydrogen 1 part, chlorine 35 to 36
parts.
It is largely used in all laboratories, tbe
arts and manufactures, and not infrequently in
households as a cleanser of earthenware.
As a byproduct it is obtained in large quantities in the preparation of salt cake,

salt (sodium
salts.

by the action

chloride), hence

of vitriol or common

the

term,

spirits

of
WATER

(To be continued.)

The

British-American

BRUSH.

Ball

Nozzle

for effectively spraying water on films, plates,
etc. The water issues in a continuous cone,
; and falls with great softness, so that there is no

fear of injury to the most delicate flm,

CINEMATOGRAPH

Company

have placed on the market a new form of nozzle

10:
CB

FILM

@

SLIDES,

When

|

There need be no difficulty in any exhibitor
procuring almost any subject desired for projection with the cinematograph if he visits Mr.
Philipp Wolff of 9, Southampton
Street,
Holborn, for he is constantly adding to his
immense stock. In his Series A are several
very humorous sets, assaults at arms between
champions, and also 12 sets of scenes of the |
Life of Christ.
In Series B we find 8 sets
cartoonists,

several

of

Robert

Houdin’s

clever tricks, and several exciting pictures, also

washing a plate with this appliance, the water
off the edges of the plate in all
directions. One mode of use will be seen in the
includes nearly 150 sets of such pictures as: A
These nozzles may be
lover's scene—Rag pickers at work—Card party | accompanying sketch.
obtained for 2s. 6d., from the manufacturers,
—Masons at work—Czar in Paris—Discharging
8, Farringdon Avenue, E.C.
a ship—A dance—Switchback—Riding on a
donkey, etc.
The films average 70 feet in
length, and any set may be had coloured. Mr.
BAMFORTH’S
SLIDES.
Wolff has also perfected a projecting apparatus
for films ; this he terms the Vitaphotoscope, it is Mr. Jas. Bamforth, of Holmfirth, has sent us
samples from the sets of slides he ie issuing this
made entirely of metal.

scenes

consists

in the Greco-Turkish war.
of

the Lumiere

films, and

Series C

Series

D

| may be driven

season.

THE

F.B.

JET.

A powerful jet which will be useful in conwith cinematograph work, has been

nection

devised

by Mr. F. Brown,

of 13, Gate Street,

These

are

made

on

collodion,

are

very clear in the high lights, and of a good
colour throughout.
His life model slides are
carefully posed, and the character of each part
seems to be thoroughly studied by the model.
Readers will do well to send for his complete

High Holborn. The tray pin is made of stout
lists from his studios at Station Road, Holmmetal and on this the jet is clamped, so that it | firth.

_At4
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THE

‘‘PNEU”

HAND

From

CAMERA.

the illustration it will be seen that the

We have for a short time past had the | raising and lowering is performed by rotating
a milled head, which travels on a screw
opportunity of using the ‘‘Pneu’”’ band camera,
which is the invention of Mr. F. W. Hudlass,
of 13, Hartwood Road, Southport.
With it

negatives can be exposed, and plates changedin
a very easy and automatic manner.
Twelve
plates in sheaths are placed in the back of the
camera, and the pneumatic ball practically does
everything else that is required.
When it is
squeezed it instantly brings a plate to the exact
focal plane and releases the shutter, and the

standard, whilst the side adjustments are made
by a sliding movement at the base of the tray
itself.

_PATENT INTELLIGENCE.
tobeitalit babelaa iat

a

i ef

et otette
at ==
2

The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern

Journal”

by W. P.

Thompson

& Co., Patent

822, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom
for further information should be addressed.
No.

18890.

act of releasing the pressure on the ball causes
the plate which has been exposed to fall forward,
and another to take its place. In this manner
it is impossible to expose one plate a second
At

18907.

the time of changing the plate a small index
exhibits its number.
The shutter can be set

18925.

time, no

matter

for either
the lens is
camera is
and is sold
THE

how

careless one may be.

time or instantaneous
fitted with three sizes
well made, covered
at the very moderate

‘‘ PERFECT”

PATENT

exposure, and
of stops. The
with morocco,
price of £2 Qs.

ACETYLENE

BURNER.

Having received one of these burners from
Mr. Charles E. Talbot, of 19, Castle Street,
Liverpool, we have been burning acetylene gas
through it for several days, and find it not

;
» 19158.

19278.
19805.
20150.

only economical, but it also gives a very pure
light. The particular burner we received was | 20296.
hardly so much adapted for lantern work as
for general illumination—although we understand they are being adapted for tke former,
The burner is so formed that two fine streams
of gas impinge together’and form a bright, flat
flame. The gas issues from glass tubes, and
the orifice is not much larger than a _ hair.

20381.

20537.

The burner is both ingenious and good.
‘¢apTUS”’

CENTERING

JET.

A new jet tray of simple design has been
brought out by Messrs. Sharp and Hitchmough.

20616.

20936.

Recent

PATENT

Agents, of

all enquiries

APPLICATIONS.

16th August, 1897. W. Scorer.
Improvements
‘ in and connected with machines for taking,
printing, and projecting photographs in
rapid succession of flexible films of moving
objects, and perforating.
16th August, 1897.
A. Denich.
Portable apparatus for producing acetylene gas.
16th August, 1897.
R.J. Moss.
An improved
gas jet for magic lantern and similar exhibitive purposes.
19th August, 1897. S.L. Young. Improvements
in or relating to magic lanterns and the
like.
20th August, 1897.
W.J.H.Jones.
Improvements in the production and reproduction
of animated photographs.
Complete.
28th August, 1897.
C.R.Neve.
An improved
apparatus for the taking and exhibiting
of animated pictures.
2nd September, 1897. H. Kinsey and A. Millard.
Improvements in apparatus
for photographing objects and exhibiting moving
pictures.
3rd September, 1897.

Haydon,

Urry, Ltd., and

G. Haydon.
Improvements in and relating
to apparatus for obtaining and displaying
kinematographic or zetropic pictures.
4th September, 1897.
J.A. Sinclair and E. R.
Powell.
Improvements in means of apparatus for use in the production, storing,
and cooling of acetylene gas.
F. Windham and KE.
7th September, 1897,
Fry. Portable lamp for producing gas from

carbide of calcium.
September, 1897.
H. Binard.
New or
improved diorama.
Complete.
11th September, 1897. IX. Kronke. Mechanism
for hand camera for producing pictures in

9th

series.
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WATSON’S

Xo.

Magic Lanterns and Lantern Slides.
JOHN

WATSON,

Lantern

.

34,

GRAINGER

STREET,

EVERYTHING

NEW

TRAVEL
NEW

and Slide

OF

SETS.

THE

NEW

ILLUSTRATED
JUBILEE

Manufacturer,

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.

BEST

QUALITY

TEMPERANCE

SONGS

AND

SLIDES.

AT

PRICES,

SETS.

HYMNS...

SLIDES

LOWEST

NEW

ON

THE

COMIC
LIFE

SLIDES.

OF

THE

QUEEN.

One of the Best and Largest Stocks in the Provinces.

New Films for the CINEMATOGRAPH,

A NEW

ineluding the Jubilee Procession, &c., &c.

ILLUMINANT—ACETYLENE

GAS.

We keep a full stock of Generators, Special Jets, and Calcium Carbide, for the production of this wonderful
and will be glad to give any information.
There is no doubt that there is a tremendous future before it.

light,

The same low prices, personal attention, and high quality of Slides and Lanterns, which have built up for Mr. Watson
one of the largest Lantern businesses in the country, will be maintained ; and customers can

rely upon

py

BOE

New ‘' Phoenix
FOR OPTICAL

prompt attention to all orders.

Oe

Focus-Keeping Arc Lamp

LANTERN

WITH

PARALLEL

_

FOLDING

CYLINDER

——.(BRIER’S PATENT)

STAND

MOTION,

(Patent applied for.)

REYNOLDS

&

A Striking Gear.
B Adjustment

C

Carbon.

.

:

LEEDS.

D Milled

for altering incli-

paren: OF Cathan,
Horizontal
adjustment

£3 38

BRANSON,

or

Head Screw for alter-

ing distance
of Carbons.

E Vertical eek
adjustment ous Onof
F Horizontal

THIS LAMP
OPTICAL

,,

Radi

Ragiant
4

IS SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR
LANTERNS AND STAGE LIGHTS.

The Lamp is hand-fed at p, and the parallel movemen
t
retains the Carbons in their respective positions throughout the whole time they are burning, and hence
no

adjustment is necessary after first striking the arc.

REYNOLDS
&BRANSON, 14, Commercial St., LEEDS,

.

——————

COPYRIGHT

Folding Lever

RECO

DESIGN 209731

Key (Murray’s Patent), 1/9.

THE SCOTCH & IRISH OXYGEN CO., LTD.,
ROSEHILL WORKS, POLMADIE, GLASGOW.
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SpEcIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1/- for each specification to W. P. Thompson
& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.
22707 of 1896.

Newman

and

Newman

and

Gaurdia,

Limited. Kinematograph apparatus.
1896. Moberly. Lamp or lantern for photographic purposes.
1896. Smith. Optical lantern.
Magic lanterns
1897. Oldfield and Oldfield.
and lamps for same.
1897.
Hastings.
Optical “ erecting’? ap-

23683 of
24412 of
14883 of

17098 of

paratus.

952 of 1897. Royle and Wynne. Optical toy.
12911 of 1897. Campbell.
Kinetoscopes and means for
observing objects and machinery in motion.
17021 of 1897. Godin. Acetylene gas generators.
13769 of 1897. Davidson.
Mounting for lenses.
16975 of 1897. Marks (Bowers).
Acetylene gas ap-

apology was made. Perhaps the fact of my having
recently changed my residence, and consequently my
address being in the country, made the dealer at first
imagine that I was a country bumpkin who knew nothing
about lantern slides. But it is very vexing to be treated

in such a way, and to any person whose public reputation
is of importance. it might be a serious matter.

I will not mention the name of the dealer, for I have

no wish to injure him; and perhaps the whole proceeding was the work of some incompetent or careless
assistant, whilst the master knew nothing about it.
No more hiring of slides for me; and yet this is a
pity, because slides accumulate so uselessly by purchase,

and it would really be a great convenience to be able
to hire them in an assured and satisfactory manner.
D. A. DOUDNEY.
FREE

LANTERN

paratus,

LECTURES

FOR THE

PEOPLE.

To the Editor.

Gorrespondence.

4

ISX GNSS SNS GHG GY GHSHS SY GUSY
EXPERIENCES
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IN CONNECTION
LANTERN

WITH

HIRING

SLIDES.

Srr,—Last year you were kind enough to allow us
through your columns to draw the attention of your
readers to the two lantern lectures issued by us for the
purpose of providing an enjoyable evening’s entertainment for the people during the winter months.
The titles of these two lectures are respectively
“Behind
the Scenes of Popular Journalism” and
‘« Popular Authors and Their Work," and they are full of
interesting and ‘entertaining information
upon the
subjects dealt with.
We found them last year very highly appreciated by
many religious, philanthropic, and literary societies,
| Y.M.C.A.’s, and Board and National schools, and that
being the case we shall have much pleasure in lending
a copy of the lecture and a set of slides to any duly

To the Editor.

Srr,—You have allowed me before to mention some of ' authenticated association which will undertake the paymy unfortunate experiences in hiring lantern slides; may ' ment of the small charge made for carriage.
This sum
I mention another?
Some
time previous to the
is generally 1s. 6d., and rarely, if ever, exceeds 23. 6d.
Jubilee Day, I wrote to one of the dealers in Jantern
Should any reader of your paper desire any further
requisites—one

whose

establishment

has

been

highly

commended in your columns-—asking whether I could
hire a set of slides, illustrating the sixty years of Her
Majesty’s

reign, for exhibition

on Jubilee

Day; and I

received a reply in the affirmative, stating that a new
set was in course of preparation, and that although a
lecture upon it would not be ready, about 60 of the
slides would be ready by that date. I duly engaged
them, and fully anticipating that all would be right,
I announced and prepared for a special exhibition. I also

requested that a cylinder of hydrogen should be sent to

information with regard to these lectures, we shall be
pleased to supply him with copies of conditions, etc., on

receipt of stamped addressed envelope.
Yours

faithfully,

GEORGE

NEWNES,

Lr.

Southampton-street, Strand.
PROFESSOR

me at the same time as the slides. (I always keepa
cylinder of oxygen ready for use by me.)

MALDEN’S

I FFECT

SLIDES.

To the Iditor.

Sin,—I have noticed undcr the head of Correspondence
a letter written by Mr. B. J. Malden, which appears in
: the September issue of the Opricay LANTERN JOURNAL,
and is calculated to do me great injury and injustice if
tyro of an exhibitioner might well be ashamed to exhibit
allowed to pass without comment. I therefore hope you
them.
Some
of them
were scratched copies — or
The

day arrived, also the cylinder and the slides ; but,

oh dear!

the cylinder contained

oxygen, not hydrogen,
and the slides! how shall I describe them ? The veriest
attempted

copies—of old prints,

duplicates, some

were

cracked,

several of them

and

the whole

were

set was

evidently an old attempt to illustrate, not the Jubilee
of the present year, but the Jubilee of 1887. What was
to bedone?

Fortunately, I had a tolerably numerous

stock of really good slides in hand, and I was able to
make a selection from them sufficiently appropriate I
think to satisfy my audience; but I do not know other-

wise what I should have done.
I returned the hired slides pretty quickly, and paid the
full charge

for them;

but although I strongly remon-

will grant me a little space for an explanation. I think
if you, Sir, will carefully read the version of the
interview,

you

will find

I make

no

claim

whatever

of

having had any experience with high-class triple limelight apparatus previous to 1874; but on the contrary,
most clearly indicated that my experiences had been with
magic lanterns only.
I think I have also most fully acknowledged my
indebtedness to Mr. Malden in the general term of
‘Cable coaching,” which of course is understood to
mean

general

instruction,

without going into all the

details. With reference to his triple lantern, I quoted
from memory, and am still under the impression that
I was no novice in lantern exhibitions, and that I very
much objected to be treated in such a way, not a word of , Mr. Malden’s testimonial to Mr. Steward contained

strated with the dealer, and ventured to inform him that
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words to the effect “You
have carried out my
suggestions—instructions"'; which is pretty much one
and the same thing, and at most is a very trivial
matter.
Mr. Malden may perhaps pardon me for
any slight error (if any) after twenty-three years of busy
lantern work.
With regard to the effects, I spoke of four only, viz.,
The trains, shell effect, strobic circle, and lightning
slides. I can perhaps assist Mr. Malden’s memory in
connection with the shell slide by repeating his remark

made at the time I had the slide in hand—" You will not

Fred Coombs (Adelaide).—Immediately on receipt of
; your letter we sent to the address mentioned to make
some enquiries. The shop was empty and haa been to let
for the past six months. It was a milk shop, and the
advertiser merely had his letters addressed to its care.
From a neighbour we learned that numerous complaints
had been made, not only in respect to this subject, but
many

others,

and

it was

presumed

the advertiser

had

been taken to task. We should be pleased to arrange
any small purchase for you at any time.
|
P, Newland (Perth, W.A.).—Thanks for your long
letter ;it is gratifying to learn that so many people have
the reading of your copy of this journal.
We will

succeed in making the shell in its flight describe an arc.”
This at once precludes the possibility of his having either
given me instruction or drawings.
As a matter of fact,
endeavour, as far as possible, to give the question, but
it was made, like several little mechanical appliances,
often this is impossible as sometimes they occupy two or
quite in a voluntary way; simply for the love of the
tbree pages of note-paper, and are hedged round by certain
thing, and to see our show foremost and unequalled.
circumstances or conditions.
We quite agree that it
The train slide Mr. Malden admits is my idea, and the
would be a great benefit, especially to readers at a
most ridiculous part of the emphatic denial is the fact
distance,
if
advertiser
s
would
all state their prices in their
that the strobic circle and lightning slides were my own
advertisements. We have mentioned this to several, but
property, and never used by Mr. Malden.
They were
apparentl
y
they
think
their
method
made at my house in my own leisure time.
the best.
We have
:
no opinion to offer about the apparatus you mention
In giving the details at the interview I was careful to
as we have not seen it in its present form, neither do we
be honest, and can very well afford to dispense with anything not really and rightfully my own. I will not go | know anyone who has. Try the Stocks’ lamp; you will,
however, find the light from acetylene superior. We have
to the extent of saying Mr. Malden is a perverter of the
dealt with the other portions of your letter in an article.
truth, as he practically does me, but prefer to attribute
W. H. Mathieson.—Nothing can be done, as the acetythe blunder to the vagaries of an imperfect memory or
lene firm has gone, and left no address. We had a letter
over-eagerness to claim the credit of everything. Iam
from your agents and notified them to this effect.
quite content to leave the verdict to any impartial reader
of my lantern career, who will have, I am sure, no
J. P. Lewis—You will find glass coated with the
difficulty in marking the very evident truth which
Dalton cold lacquers as good as any for limelight boxes.
stamps every line of it. My motto is “High efficiency
Thos. Huyhes.—If you consult this journal for Septemand no misrepresentation.”’

ber, 1896, p. 188, you will find the information desired
about opaque screen.—In future address editorial com-

Yours faithfully,

C. W.

LOCKE.

September 15th.

munications to us (J. Hay Taylor) and not to the
publishing department. It was owing to this that your
query was omitted from last journal.
4. B. C.—We know no of means of disguising the smell
of ether, nor of preventing it in time from percolating
; rubber tubbing. Ether requires that all the joints in a
saturator should be absolutely tight. (2) It is quite
evident

RODS
o

wo aco.cg
Détfes and

Queries.

A
W. M. Barrett.—For your screen try whitewash containing a little blue and size. If the paint with which
you

coated it is still on, you might try giving it a coating
of
printer’s varnish, and then rubbing over it finely powdere
d
aluminium, such as printers employ for giving silver
borders to cards, etc. To do this put on a woollen glove
and dip the palm into the powder, then rub it gently over
the screen.
T. Newton asks what focus of Jens is required to give
a
disc of 20 feet diameter, the distance between the lantern
and screen being 84 feet? Ans.—A lens of 12 inches
focus should be used.
Albert,

Hanson,

Anzious,

Subscriber,

Lanternist.—You

will find articles devoted to the subjects about which you
enquire in our ANNUAL, which will be published within a
few days of the appearance of this.

that there was moisture inside the tin of limes,

else they would have kept.
You might coat each lime
with paraffin wax.
(3) Your query about the screen
and the holdfasts is not sufficiently explicit for us to
gather your meaning.
If you ‘will write again,
explaining the matter more fully, we will endeavour to
assist you to surmount the difficulty.
A Bidefordian.—The inventor of the Fantoccint slides
is Mr. W. Cheffins, of Holbeach. Write him and explain
your wants, he is particularly painstaking. Keevil’s
in
our next,
W. Smart.—We do not know

whether Mr. Norton is
still open to supply apparatus, as we understand most of
his time is occupied in giving cinematographic exhibitions, but you might enquire. His address is 38, Marchmont Street, Russell Square, London, W.C.

Generator.—You can make your mind quite easy about
the new form of generator as supplied by Mesars. Thorne
and
Hoddle.
The safety valve
‘is simple and
efficacious, and we see no reason why they should not be
able to provide their old form of generator with this valve
:

in fact, we are under the impression

that

at a recent

interview they informed us that they were prepared
to
add this to their old form. Have you asked them the
question?

Gabriel Dyson—The Lantern Society which used to
meet at Hanover Square, W., died a natural death several
months ago.
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RILEY'S tinins Aineopfoscope
For

showing

Animated

ordinary

Lantern—an

; ») Patented in all Countries.
4) of an

Photographs

on

the

Screen.

Can be fixed into the Stage
Advantage

possessed

by no

other Apparatus,
PRICE,

as

shown

here

:

(without Jet) ©€1'7.

,
\

Works . /
splendidly. /j

Apparatus, as shown
PRICE®: £10,

Apparatus only

..

£10:0:0,

Complete, with Russian
Iron

Lantern,

ae

and

Alum

Lens,

in

--

£15:10:0,

Complete: with Mahogany Lantern, fitting
into stage, as shown

(Fig.1)

..

:

Do. as shown

from

Do.

£19:

Bi-unial

waa

(Fig. 3

10° 9 to £24.

Lantern

(Fig. 4) £24: 10:0 to £32,

KINEOPTOSCOPE CAMERA
for taking Cinematograph Negatives,

20 Guineas.

LIBERAL .DISCOUNTS TO THE TRADE.

Price, as shown

FILMS.

here (no jets, etc.)

Our own make supplied, Wholesale

subjects.

ALL

Write

OTHER

and

Steady motion.

MAKERS’

FILMS

Retail.

Good

SUPPLIED.

for Kineoptoscope
Pamphlet,
Free on application.

RILEY

BROTHERS,

55-57, Godwin St., BRADFORD,

Eng.,

Invite all interested in Projecting Apparatus to write

them for particulars of this wonderful machine.
A challenge to all other machines for being steady,
bright, devoid of flicker, strong, portable, and simple.
Professor Steen writes—'‘ Success unprecedented;
beats all other machines.

Never had one breakdown.”

6 Best Quality Films, assorted, from £18 upwards.
ALL

BEST

FILMS

SUPPLIED.

Mey Band
purchased from—
frome Q. SICHEL & CO., 20, Berners Street, Oxford Street, LONDON.
and purchased

XXX.
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ROBERT H. CLARK’S
Specialities in Optical Lanterns.
The “RECORD”.
The “SPECIAL”

..
..

ar
ar
3 wick 17/6
ais
4 wick 18/6
os
os
38
4,
20/os
4
,
22/6
4-inch compound condensers, achromatic portrait front lenses, 2-inch
wicks to the lamps, and complete in travelling cases.

The “ECLIPSE”
..
The PROFESSIONAL"
The Improved

oe
aa

8 wick 28/6
3,
35/6

‘‘PROFESSIONAL"

The ‘‘CLIMAX"”’
;

ies
..

Mahogany

a

ee
Body

4 wick 30/4 ,,
40/-

ve

3

,,

40/-

4

,,

42/6

3

,,

47/6

4

,

50/-

Lanterns

from

64/6.

ROBERT
H. CLARK'S
NEW
“STANDARD”
LANTERN.

Complete in Travelling eae”
With 8 (2-in.) wick Lamp .. .
+ 24/» 4 (2-in,) ‘wick Lamp .. .. .. 26/TESTIMONIAL.
35, Hartland Road, West Ham, Essex,
October 25th, 1893.
DesR Mr, CLrarK,—Am glad to inform you that the
‘‘ Standard” Lantern sent me gave every satisfaction,
both as to brilliancy of picture and crisp definition, at
our lecture

last Thursday

evening

to an

audience

of

close upon 500. I cannot too highly extol the make and
finish of goods sent from your establishment.
Faithfully yours,

JAMES

A. SPARKES.

Robert H, Clark’s “Silver Star” Russian lron Lantern
As supplied to the ‘' Silver Star’ Society.
(The Marquis of Northampton, President.)
Prices
from
67s.
Gd.
FOR FULL DESCRIPTION, SEE CATALOGUE.
The following important Testimonial has been received from the Hon. Sec. to the “ Silver Star’’ Society :—
“My Dear S1n,—After having used your Lanterns at over 800 lectures in all parts of London and the Suburbs, and various country towns
and villages, it gives me much pleasure to say that they have given us the greatest possible satisfaction. Yours faithfully, WALTER S, RoBBINs.”

Robert H. Clark’s New Pattern Russian
Fitted with Stocks’ patent lamp

Iron Lantern.

(125 standard candle-power), the most perfect, most powerful, and most portable

Oil Lantern ever made.

Price

complete

£4

10s.

ROBERT H. CLARK’S SPECIALITIES IN OPTICAL LANTERN SLIDES.
Hand-painted

from 4d.;

Photographic,

Natural

Splendidly

including

History, Statuary,

Coloured

Slides

Sets, Bible Pictures, Church
Portraits, Mottoes,

in Sets

Service, Texts, Hymns,

Scenery,

&c., &c., from 6d. each.

of 12;

price 2s. 3d,

per Set.

Full-size Changing Comic Slipping Slides in mahogany frames, 6s. Gd. abe4 Lever Action, 23. each; Rackwork
(including Chromatropes), 2s. 6d. each; Hand-painted Skipping, 2s, Od. each ; Best Quality Double Motion
Chromatropes, 4s. 3d.; Extra designs, 6d., 1s., 2s., 8s., per pair.

SLIDES

FOR

SMALL

LANTERNS

from

45d. per dozen.

Lantern

Grooved

Stands from 12s. 6d.
. “Lightning" Double Carrier Frames from 1s.
Reading Lamps with Flash Shutter shewing Red Light Signal, 2s.
Boxes to hold 50 Slides, 1s. 2d.
Sereens, Seneen Stands, and all other Accessories —

New and Enlarged Catalogue, with many reductions in price, gratis and post free, on application to—

ROBERT H. GLARK, ‘rrciss; ROYSTON, HERTS.

7Z
:
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HUGHES manvetous PAMPHENGOS. |
:

FURTHER.

IMPROVEMENTS.

The finest Oil Lighted Lantern extant, gives brilliant.

12 to 14 feet pictures;

no

smell, no smoke, no broken glasses ;-over 3,000 sold; 4-inch Condensers and large
. diameter Lenses, which give superb results. Not 43-inch and long focus lenses with
oil—those involve loss of light.

t=

NOTE—The £6 6s. is reduced to £4 4s.
The £4 4s.
PA
3
£3 10s.
Have no other if you want pleasure and satisfaction.
Hundreds of Testimonials
from. legitimate sources.

THE

MARVELLOUS

PAMPHENGOS

LAMPS.

The £2 Qs. reduced to £1 10s.
The £1 10s. to £1 5s.
The £1:1s. to 16s. 6d.

Hughes’ Universal 4-wick Lantern, 18s..6d,

Bi-unials, 2610s,

Handsome mahogany brass fronted

Blow-through Jets, 8s. 6d,

Mixed Gas, 198.

Cheapest

house in the world for good things. “Before purchasing, send for Mr. Hughes’
elaborately illustrated Catalogue, 180 original engravings, price 6d.,
postage 4d. 60,000 Slide List, 5d. Mr. Hughes, at his rooms and
studio, has the grandest display of high-class Projecting Lanterns, Novelties, Effects,
Carriers, &c.,&c., the world
has ever seen. The "' Docwra,”’ the ''Grand,"” the

beac)
oat
Soa:
he
a

-'‘ Miniature Malden" Triples, as supplied to Madame Patti,

ii !
ii

Chas.

=

: IM

f

Lecture Sets, Nansen
Hughes'

shutter,.

Moto-Photoscope.

therefore

no

flickering,

which

eclipses all others in the world. No eyesache
and headache.
Will show pretty pictures alternately, and has great facilities for changing the
films, and the winding of same done in
ten scconds.
Is the most simple and
most perfect piece of mechanism extant.
‘| Magnificent engineers’ high-class work
without this’ perfection cannot be obtained.
“Professor Malden says:—‘*A
great

chine

i
il

xiNcstano
ii

||

|

the

—_—

Condensers
Y

.

p

HUGHES

KING SLAND

and Queen's Jubilee, 50 slides on loan, 8g,

No shutter,
No flickering.
For showing the
Living Pictures.
Magnificent results. Pictures
obtained with this machine from 8 to 20 feet.
No

R.N.,

ont oe

|

i |nl Wie i

Reade,

Polytechnic, &c., &c. Pamphlets free.
This shows

ee

New

Guinness,

the Maharajah of Mysore,
Colin Docwra, Esq., Capt.

: \

!

Prof. Malden,

Dr. H. Grattan

success.

works

The

Hughes’ Moto

Bijou Living Picture Camera.

Amateurs and Exhibitors can now

také their own

Those dead and
gone
reproduced
in years after,
Can be used as
a Camera, a Projector,
a Printing

ma-

say it isthe best they have
mw ever seen,”
No. 1, price £35 10s.
No. 2, price {24 10s.
complete.
Without Lanterns, No.1, £27; No.2,
£20.
Illustrated _particulars, 2d.

Machine,

or

a Hand Camera
The
latest.
and
most
approved

beautifully,

gand =brought down uproarious applause.
The
§ people, with one accord,

subjects.

Weighs only 6 lbs., measures only 74 by 43 by 73ins, Charming
amusement.

principles.
plicity and

Sim

perfection.
A very
high-class
and
effective
camera.
The
mechanism
superb, of best gun
metal
and steel.
‘i
See it before purchasing, as it is the only perfect and reliable camera in the
market.
Price £15; ditto, for 23-inch Films, £35; ditto, for

3:inch Films, £56.

Full particulars free of this Gem of Cameras.

:

W.C, HUGHES y Specialist in Optical Projection, Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Rd., Kingsland, N.
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FILMS!

FILMS ! IMPORTANT 22 LIMELIGHT USERS!
“6X BORLAND’S xo

PATENT SCISSORS ARG LAMPS
«

FOR...

Direct and Alternating

Currents.

Made in Three Types

EQUALLY
CHEAP.

Hand

Cinematographs
AND

ALL

Invaluable

ACCESSORIES
IN

KENNINGTON

ROAD,

Prices, Particulars, and Testimonials free on application to—

F. J.

STREET,
LONDON,
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